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ABSTRACT

Because its “fuel” is free, it makes economic sense to utilize renewable energy whenever it is
available. But due to its inherent variability, efficiently integrating large amounts of renewable
generation will require a flexible generation fleet. One way of increasing a generation fleet’s
flexibility is through the adoption of pumped hydroelectric storage (PHS). Like traditional
hydropower generation, PHS is capable of quickly varying its power output but it is also capable
of operating in reverse to store excess energy for later use. This paper addresses many of the
financial and operational aspects of complementing variable wind and solar power generation
with PHS, which is typically used to store excess energy from traditional generators.

The benefits that a PHS facility can offer to renewable power generators are many, but the
biggest drawback to doing so is the high capital cost of PHS. In order to study the revenue
streams and operational requirements of PHS facilities and the revenue streams of renewable
power generators in the PJM interconnection, a computer model with one-minute resolution was
programmed in Mathcad 14. Hourly electricity demand, power prices, and wind power
production were obtained from PJM’s website for the year 2010. The NREL program PVWatts
v.1 was used to generate the simulated hourly solar power production which was combined with
the PJM data and used as input to the model.

For this thesis, the model scaled the wind and solar power production inputs to match the
proposed 38,131 MW wind and 3,721 MW solar power penetrations in PJM as of October 6,
2011. It then analyzed the variability of the wind and solar power production and the ability of a
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1000 MW, fixed speed, pump-turbine PHS facility to mitigate the previously mentioned
variability. The model also calculated the hourly profits and penalties that resulted from the
variable renewable generation being sold in PJM’s day-ahead market and compared them to
selling the electricity in PJM’s real-time market. In addition, the model was used to quantify the
effects that changes in pumping efficiency, generating efficiency, power capacity, and energy
storage capacity have on the annual energy arbitrage profit of a PHS facility in PJM.

The output of the model demonstrates that the annual penalties that result from the variability of
renewable power production can be significant. It also suggests that large amounts of renewable
power production have the potential to suppress high electricity prices that occur during periods
of peak electricity demand. In terms of PHS parameters, the model shows that a 14% decrease in
round trip efficiency would reduce annual energy arbitrage profits by more than 33%. The
analysis presented in Chapter 8 illustrates the need for PHS facilities with increased flexibility
and Chapter 9 details a variety of abstract concepts that are not addressed in the previous chapters
but are pertinent to this thesis.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Electrical power that is generated from renewable sources, such as the wind and the sun, is
inherently variable and difficult to forecast. In many locations, the current penetration of
renewable energy is small enough that the fluctuations can be managed using the same methods
used to manage the variability in the load. As the amount of renewable generation increases, it
will be more and more difficult to match electricity generation with electricity consumption
because of the additional supply-side variability. This fact causes concerns regarding the
reliability of electric grids with a high penetration of renewable generation [1].

Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS) is a mature energy storage technology that can be used to
mitigate the variability of renewable generators. It also has the ability to store energy generated
from renewable sources so that it can be sold when the electricity prices are high. PHS is one
option for providing the additional generation flexibility that Kirby believes to be necessary [2]
for accommodating significant amounts of renewable generation but is limited by the availability
of water and the local topography. Denholm stresses the importance of examining the technical
impacts of renewable energy before considering the use of energy storage technologies [1].

Early in 2010, the use of PHS as a complement to wind and solar power generation was identified
as a research topic that would be funded as part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Program for
Hydropower Research [3]. The aim of the research is to develop a parametric model of PHS, of
renewable power generation, and of the host electricity market that will support the optimal
operation of PHS facilities and renewable power generators.
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1.1 Computer Modeling of Energy Storage
A variety of computer models have been created to study things like the economics of energy
arbitrage in PJM [4], the performance of photovoltaic generation [5], and the technical limits of
variable renewable generation as a function of system flexibility [6]. Out of the three models
mentioned, PVWatts [5] is the only program that is ready and available for public use. All of the
previously mentioned models use a one hour time step. Therefore, they lack the resolution that is
necessary to study the interaction of PHS and renewable power generation on time scales shorter
than one hour.

Due to the limitations of these models, a computer model of a PHS facility, wind and solar power
generation, and the PJM electricity market was programmed in Mathcad 14. The PJM electricity
market, which encompasses 13 mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia, was chosen
because historical wind generation and electricity market data are readily available from its
website. The Mathcad model is capable of simulating PJM wind power generation, solar power
generation, and the operation of a fixed speed pump-turbine PHS facility in the PJM
interconnection at one-minute resolution, for an entire year. The novelty of the model is a result
of its ability to simulate the complex interaction between energy storage and wind and solar
generators with sub hourly resolution.

In addition to analyzing the technical aspects of using PHS as a means of mitigating the
variability of renewable generation, the model is capable of analyzing PHS from an economic
perspective. The technical aspects include, but are not limited to, the maximum ramp rates of
renewable generators over various time scales, and the economic aspects include matters such as
the financial penalties that result from a renewable generator incorrectly forecasting its power
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production. The most interesting results are those that quantify how the PHS facility’s revenue
stream changes as a result of varying technical parameters of the facility. For example, how
changes in round trip efficiency of the PHS facility affect the utilization of the plant and
ultimately its energy arbitrage revenue. Even though the model is based on pumped hydroelectric
storage and renewable generators, the results obtained from the model are pertinent to
conventional power generators as well as other types of energy storage technologies.

1.2 Thesis Overview
The first six chapters of this thesis are an effort to document the myriad of information pertinent
to modeling the use of PHS as a means to mitigate the variability of renewable generation. The
next chapter provides a brief overview of consumer electricity demand, whereas Chapter 3 covers
the aspects of traditional electricity generators that relate to this thesis topic. Chapter 4 is devoted
to renewable electricity generators, namely on-shore wind power and photovoltaic solar power.
Chapter 5 covers the fundamental aspects of deregulated electricity markets and details the
operation of PJM, a regional transmission organization in the mid-Atlantic United States.
Chapter 2-Chapter 5 supply the information that is necessary to understand the role of utility scale
energy storage and more specifically, PHS, which is discussed in Chapter 6. The operation of the
Mathcad model of PHS and renewable generation in PJM is described in detail in Chapter 7. The
description of input parameters, the corresponding results, and their technical and economic
implications are provided in Chapter 8. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations for are
presented in Chapter 9.

Chapter 2
CONSUMER ELECTRICITY DEMAND
This chapter covers the basic terms and concepts that apply to consumer electricity demand. At
this low level of sophistication, the links between consumer electricity demand and the topic of
this thesis are not readily apparent. However, a fundamental understanding of consumer
electricity demand is essential for understanding the more advanced concepts presented in
Chapter 5 through Chapter 8.

2.1 Electricity Customers by Sector
The U.S. Energy Information Administration divides electricity customers in the United States
into four categories: residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation. The sales and
customer percentages in Figure 1 are based on a total electricity usage of 3.312 billion MWh and
144,140,258 electricity customers. The number of electricity customers is determined by the
number of electricity meters. This means the typical household is counted as a single residential
customer even though the household consists of multiple people that consume electricity. The
number of transportation customers and their energy usage are both insignificant when compared
to the other sectors as demonstrated by Figure 1. The electricity usage by the other three sectors
divides roughly into thirds even though residential customers outnumber commercial customers
seven to one, and industrial customers 158 to one.
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Figure 1: 2010 United States Electricity Sales by Sector (left), 2010 United States Electricity
Customers by Sector (right). Source: [7] & [8]
To put the commercial and industrial electricity usage into perspective, residential utility
customers consumed electricity at an average rate of 1.31 kW and used an average of 11,496 kWh
of electricity during 2010 [9]. Being familiar with the electricity sales data in Figure 1 will make
it easier to understand the causes for the variation in total electricity demand that are discussed in
the next section.

2.2 Variations in the Demand for Electricity
The aggregate demand for electricity, also known as the load, is constantly changing. A load
duration curve, shown in Figure 2, shows the amount of time that the load was at or below a
certain value during that year. The information in the load duration curve can be used to
conclude that for approximately 30% of 2010 PJM’s load was at or below 70,000 MW or that
PJM’s load was above 100,000 MW for approximately 10% of the year. The drawback to this
type of figure is that it provides no information about the chronology of the load.
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Figure 2: PJM Load Duration Curves: Calendar Years 2006-2010. Source: [10]

2.2.1 Interday Variations
When the demand for electricity is plotted over the course of a day, it is often referred to as a load
profile. Figure 3 is a plot of the load profiles for Sunday, January 24 and Monday, January 25 on
the left and Sunday, January 31 and Monday, February 1 on the right. During most weeks, there
are two distinct load profile shapes, one corresponds the weekend and the other corresponds to
the workweek. The blue trace in each figure is representative of the shape of the PJM load profile
for a weekday during winter. It consists of a large morning ramp up between 4 A.M. and 8 A.M.
and another smaller, evening ramp up that starts around 4 P.M. The red traces are representative
of the shape of the PJM load profile during winter weekends. The weekend ramp ups are smaller
in magnitude and occur over a longer period of time when compared to the weekday profile.
These changes are often attributed to electricity consumer behavior such as waking up later and a
reduced amount of industrial electricity consumption on the weekends.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Weekday and Weekend Winter Load Profiles for PJM.
The average temperatures for the winter days depicted in the left-hand graph of Figure 3 were
noticeably warmer than the temperatures for the winter days depicted in the right-hand figure.
Since the ambient temperature significantly affects the amount of power consumed in PJM [10]
the demand profiles in the right-hand graph were shifted up. It should be noted that even when
the profile’s vertical position shifts, the shapes of the demand profiles are somewhat uniform
from week to week.

2.2.2 Seasonal Variations
The PJM service area has a considerable amount of variation in temperature throughout the year.
Since the load is significantly affected by temperature, it should be expected that the load profile
gradually changes over the course of a year. Figure 4 is a collection of weekday load profiles for
PJM, one for each season of the year. The load profile for February 1 is identical to the one
plotted in Figure 3. The dates for the other load profiles were chosen to be equally spaced in time
throughout 2010. The shape of the summer load profile, such as August 2, is dictated by the
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electricity requirements for air conditioning which peak in the late afternoon [11]. The spring
load profile shape resembles the summer profile, but shifted downward due to reduced air
conditioning needs. The autumn load profile is most similar to the winter profile, but shifted
downward due to lower heating requirements.
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Figure 4: Seasonal Variations of the PJM Weekday Load Profile During 2010.
The load profiles from Figure 4 lend themselves to characterizing the chronology of the load for
each season of the year. Figure 5 highlights the magnitude of the average power consumption in
PJM for every month of 2009 and 2010. The average load increases during the summer and the
winter because of cooling and heating requirements, respectively. The average load is reduced
during the spring and fall due to the lack of heating and cooling requirements. In Figure 5, the
blue trace is below the green trace from May to September which suggests that less electricity
was needed for cooling purposes during 2009. This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that
the increase in summer load between 2009 and 2010 is consistent with the increase in PJM’s
temperature-humidity index [10] over that period. Because the average hourly load is highly
dependent on the climate of that region, the profiles seen in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5 are
specific to PJM.
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Figure 5: PJM Average Hourly Load: Calendar Years 2009-2010. Source: [10]

2.3 Forecasting Future Load Profiles
The previous section dealt only with historical load profiles. However, accurate forecasting of
future load profiles is critical to ensuring that the supply, provided by electricity generators, can
meet the demand. PJM measures the accuracy of its load forecasts by calculating the load
forecasting error according to Eq. ( 2.1 ), where the actual and forecast loads are integrated
hourly. The load forecast error is calculated twice each day, once for the forecast peak/maximum
load and once for the forecast valley/minimum load [12].

( 2.1 )
The load forecasting error achieved 80% of the time for each month of 2011 is presented in
Figure 6, e.g., in July 80% of the on-peak forecasts had an error of 3.39% or less. The “on-peak”
and “off-peak” bars correspond to the peak and valley load forecasting errors, respectively. The
forecast of the valley load is made four hours in advance and the forecast of the peak load is made
eight hours in advance which helps to explain why the error is smaller for the off-peak periods.
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Although the forecasting error is only calculated twice a day, this figure demonstrates that PJM is
able to forecast the future load with a fair degree of accuracy.

4%
3%
2%
1%

Figure 6: 2011 PJM Load Forecasting Error that is Achieved 80% of the Time. Source: [12]

Chapter 3
TRADITIONAL ELECTRICITY GENERATORS
The term “traditional generators” will be used to refer to large power plants that run on nonrenewable fuels. Wind power, solar power, and hydroelectric generators are not included in the
definition of traditional electricity generators. Nuclear, natural gas, and coal fired power plants
are a few examples of traditional generators. During 2010, 90% of the electricity in the United
States was produced by traditional generators. The breakdown by fuel sources is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7: Sources of U.S. Electricity Generation, 2010. Source: [13]
Despite the recent push for renewable generation, Figure 7 is evidence that traditional generators
are still a major part of the American electricity supply. The proportion of traditional generation
is likely to decrease as the amount of renewable generation increases, but traditional generators
will still be important for ensuring that the variable demand for electricity is satisfied. The topics
presented in the remainder of this chapter provide an overview of traditional generators and will
provide a benchmark against which the renewable generators in Chapter 4 can be compared.
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3.1 Definition of Power & Energy
In everyday language, the terms energy and power are often used interchangeably. In this thesis,
power will refer to the rate at which energy is produced or consumed and follows from Eq. ( 3.1 ).

( 3.1 )
Electricity generators are typically large enough that their power capacities are rated in
megawatts (MW) or gigawatts (GW), where 1000 MW equals 1 GW. Electrical energy can be
quantified by integrating Eq. ( 3.1 ) to yield Eq. ( 3.2 ).
( 3.2 )
In the power industry, the megawatt-hour (MWh) is the most common unit of measure for energy
and is equal to one million watt-hours. One MWh is the amount of energy that a one megawatt
load would use in one hour.

3.2 Base, Intermediate, and Peak Generators
Power generators, also known as power plants, are often described by the part of the load duration
curve that they serve. The three, loosely defined, regions of a load duration curve are peak load,
intermediate load, and base load [11] and are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: A Generic Load Duration Curve and the Corresponding Load Regions. Source: [11]
Base load power plants are designed to be operated continuously, to have low operating costs and
typically have large power capacities. Thus, base load power plants are well suited to serve the
base load demand which makes up the bottom portion of the load duration curve [11]. As their
name implies, peak load power plants, or peaking plants, are designed to serve the peak load.
These plants are often natural gas fired combustion turbines and can respond to quick changes in
demand but have relatively high operating costs. Generators that serve the intermediate load have
a variety of names: mid-merit, shoulder, and intermediate generation. Mid-merit generators
typically have more operational flexibility than base load power plants and have lower operating
costs than peaking plants due to either a higher efficiency or cheaper fuel source. Mid-merit
power plants are designed for cyclic operation and end up operating between 30% and 60% of the
year [14]. In general, the operating costs for traditional generators have a strong correlation to
operational flexibility.
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3.3 Operational Constraints of Traditional Generators
Many of the large, base load generators have limited ability to “cycle” or vary their output. In
most cases, this isn’t a problem because the base load, which they are meant to supply, has very
little variation [11]. The horizontal black line in Figure 8 represents the minimum level to which
a generation fleet composed of traditional generators can be turned down before one or more base
load plants would likely be required to shut down, incurring significant economic penalties. The
large diurnal swings in demand that were described in section 2.2 are met through the limited
operational flexibility of base load plants plus the more flexible mid-merit and peaking generators
[11].

3.3.1 Generation Fleet Flexibility
The flexibility of a generation fleet is defined by Denholm as the ability of the generation fleet to
reduce its output without incurring significant economic penalties [11]. The article makes the
assumption that the generators’ ramp rates, the maximum change in power output over a specified
period of time, are sufficient to follow the load. In this thesis, generation fleet flexibility will take
both the lower operating limit and the ramp rate of the generation fleet into account. A
generator’s lower operating limit is the minimum amount of power it can produce and maintain
stable operation [15], although often at a reduced efficiency. Typical ramp rates for traditional
generators are provided in Table 1 and range between 1 and 20% of the installed capacity per
minute.
Table 1: Ramp Rates by Generator Type. Source: [16]
Generator Type

Aeroderivative &
Industrial GT

GT Combined
Cycle

Steam Turbine

Nuclear

% ΔPower/min

20

5-10

1-5

1-5
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3.4 The Price of Electricity Produced by Traditional Generators
Like most consumer goods, generating electricity involves fixed and variable costs. For power
plants, the fixed costs are primarily capital costs and do not depend on the level of operation [15].
Fixed costs are denoted in dollars per kilowatt ($/kW) of generation capacity. In contrast to fixed
costs, variable costs of are those that vary with the plant’s level of power output and are
dominated by fuel costs for plants that run on fossil fuels.

3.4.1 Levelized Cost of Energy
The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) incorporates a generator’s fixed costs (FC), variable costs
(VC) and capacity factor (CF) to provide a method to compare various generation technologies.
The resulting LCOE, calculated from Eq. ( 3.3 ), gives a rough estimate of the average price of
the electricity produced by that generator. In Eq. ( 3.4 ) ,
and

is the life of the plant in years. The overnight cost (

is the discount rate in percent per year
) is the present-value cost of the

power plant [15]. The LCOE will be used in the next chapter to compare the average price of
energy produced by traditional generators to energy produced by renewable generators.

( 3.3 )

( 3.4 )

Chapter 4
RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY GENERATORS
The term “renewable electricity generators” can be used to describe a variety of generation
technologies that derive their energy from sources that regenerate naturally. The energy source
for each generation technology naturally varies its availability over a timescale that is unique to
the renewable resource, as seen in Figure 9. It can be argued that fossil fuels like oil, gas, and
coal are renewable because they have natural cycles of regeneration. However, the periods of
these regeneration cycles are several orders of magnitude longer than those listed in Figure 9, and
thus are not considered “renewable” in comparison [17].

Figure 9: Timescales of Natural Cycles for Renewable Energy. Source: [17]
In this thesis, the scope of renewable electricity generators, or simply renewable generators, will
be limited to on-shore wind and non-tracking solar photovoltaic generators. In stark contrast to
traditional generation, both of these types of renewable power generation are considered nondispatchable because their output depends on a naturally varying source of energy. In the
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following sections, the output of the renewable generators will be referred to as either renewable
generation or renewable energy. This chapter will examine wind and solar generation for
timescales between five minutes and one year.

4.1 The Switch to Renewables
A renewable portfolio standard (RPS) requires electricity providers to supply a specified
minimum amount of the customer load with electricity from eligible renewable energy sources
[18]. As of January 2012, 29 of the 50 States have adopted RPSs [19].

Figure 10: Renewable Portfolio Standards in The United States as of January 2012. Source: [19]
The purpose for creating a RPS is to stimulate market and technology development in the hope
that renewable energy becomes economically competitive with traditional forms of electricity
generation [18]. An additional eight states have renewable portfolio goals which are similar to
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RPSs, but are not legally binding [20]. As a result of the popularity of RPSs, the amount of
renewable generation in the United States is increasing rapidly.

4.2 Power Characteristics of Renewables
The power output of non-dispatchable renewable generators, such as wind and solar, varies over a
wide range of timescales [17]. However, this thesis will only address variations with timescales
between one-minute and one year. The variations over timescales between one and five minutes
are addressed in the Appendix.

4.2.1 Definition of a Step Change
A power step change (SC) is the change in power over a specified time interval. Figure 11 gives
a graphical representation of five-minute and ten-minute power step changes. Power SCs give an
outer boundary for power ramping [21] and will be used as the metric of choice for quantifying
changes in power output. It is possible that a power SC of the same magnitude can occur more
quickly than the SC’s time interval would suggest. For example, in Figure 11 the eight minute
SC is 300 MW, but the five-minute SC, which is also equal to 300 MW, gives a better
representation of the power variability. Thus, small and large SC time intervals are necessary to
accurately characterize the power variability.
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Figure 11: Graphical Examples of Step Changes.

4.2.2 Variability of Wind Power
The aggregate variability of wind generators in the PJM service area is difficult to convey with a
single figure. One of the characteristics of wind generators in PJM is that, on average, their
power production is higher at night than it is during the day. Figure 12 shows the average hourly
wind generation for each month of 2010 and all twelve months exhibit this characteristic.

Figure 12: Average Hourly Generation of Wind Units in PJM, Calendar Year 2010. Source: [22]
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The downfall of the average generation profiles used in Figure 12 is that they do not depict
interday wind power variations or the full extent of intraday variability. Figure 13 shows the
variety of the synthetic1 wind power generation profiles during the first week of 2010. The
generation profiles are all unique and they vary considerably more than the average hourly
generation profiles
3000 would suggest.
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Figure 13: Synthetic Wind Power Generation in PJM During the First Week of 2010.
The sub-hourly variability of the 2010 synthetic PJM wind generator data is presented as step
changes (SCs) in Table 2. All of the sub-hourly average SCs are a relatively small percentage of
the installed wind power capacity. Even though they occur infrequently, the maximum subhourly SCs represent a significant operational challenge for areas with a large amount of
renewable generation. Methods for mitigating these large wind power step changes will be
discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

1

The synthetic wind generation profiles consist of actual PJM hourly generation data from 2010
that were smoothly interpolated and supplemented with one-minute wind power variability from a different
location. See the Appendix for more information.
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Table 2: Wind Power Step Changes Over Multiple Time Intervals [% of Installed Capacity].
SC Interval

Average Down

Average Up

Max Down

Max Up

5 Minutes

0.89%

0.88%

13.23%

10.95%

10 Minutes

1.10%

1.10%

13.94%

12.13%

30 Minutes

1.75%

1.73%

16.93%

18.78%

60 Minutes

2.75%

2.73%

24.43%

22.71%

Installed CapacityWind = 4013 MW2

4.2.3 Correlations Between Wind Farms
The SCs shown in Table 2 represent the power output from over 4000 megawatts of
geographically dispersed wind generation. In the PJM footprint, the spatial diversity of the wind
farms helps to suppress the volatility of the aggregate wind power generation. Figure 14
demonstrates, for different time steps, the effect of spatial separation on the correlation of power
output from two wind farms.

Figure 14: Wind Power Correlation as a Function of Distance. Source: [23]
2

4013 MW is the mean of the average installed wind capacity in PJM during each quarter of 2010.
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A correlation coefficient of 1.0 would indicate that the changes in power generation are perfectly
in sync, whereas a correlation coefficient of 0 would suggest no correlation. It can be seen from
Figure 14 that wind farms that are separated by hundreds of kilometers correspond to low
correlation coefficients. This means that spatially dispersed wind farms experience more
variations in their wind resources [23] and would help to decrease the aggregate wind generation
variability.

4.2.4 Variability of Solar Power
The solar power variability has decidedly different characteristics than that of wind generators in
PJM. The most noticeable is the diurnal variation in solar power output which peaks during
midday and flat lines at night. PJM does make its hourly solar generation publicly available, as
was done with wind, presumably because of the limited amount of solar generation. Therefore,
any analysis of PJM solar generators will be performed on synthetic solar generation data that
were created to be representative of solar photovoltaic generation within PJM. The synthetic
solar generation data are based on the simulated [5] hourly average photovoltaic power output of
six 20 MW solar farms spread throughout the PJM footprint. The total hourly average power
output was then smoothly interpolated [24] and supplemented with one-minute solar power
variability from a different location3.

Figure 15 shows the synthetic solar power generation profiles during the first week of August
2010. Unlike the wind power generation profiles in Figure 13, the solar power generation
profiles exhibit a fair amount of similarity from day to day. To some extent, the similarity is a
result of the synthetic solar generation data being based on historical, long-term averages.

3

For more information about the synthetic solar generation data, see the Appendix.
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However, this similarity can also stem from a large number of spatially diverse solar farms and is
discussed further in section 4.2.5.
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Figure 15: Synthetic Solar Power Generation in PJM During the First Week of August 2010.
The sub-hourly variability of the synthetic solar generator data is presented as step changes (SCs)
in Table 3. Compared to wind, the sub-hourly average SCs are larger as a percentage but smaller
in magnitude because the assumed penetration of solar generation is small. The maximum subhourly solar power SCs in Table 3 are also less problematic than those for wind because of the
small assumed penetration of solar generators. Methods for mitigating the solar power step
changes from Table 3 will be discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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Table 3: Solar Power Step Changes Over Multiple Time Intervals [% of Installed Capacity].
SC Interval

Average Down

Average Up

Max Down

Max Up

5 Minutes

1.36%

1.38%

11.36%

10.68%

10 Minutes

2.22%

2.24%

12.84%

13.06%

30 Minutes

5.40%

5.45%

21.80%

23.90%

60 Minutes

9.75%

9.96%

37.05%

33.69%

Installed CapacitySolar = 120 MW

4.2.5 Correlations Between Solar Farms
As is the case with wind farms, increasing the distance between solar generators helps to decrease
their aggregate variability. Figure 16 demonstrates, for different time steps, the effect of spatial
separation on the correlation of the stochastic variability of the aggregate solar resource from 23
sites. In the figure, delta global clear sky indices are used in order to isolate the stochastic
variability, i.e., cloud induced variability, from the deterministic changes that result from the
movement of the sun [25].

Figure 16: Correlation of Changes in Global Clear Sky Index Between 23 Geographically
Dispersed Solar Insolation Measurement Sites in the SGP Network. Source: [25]
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It can be seen from Figure 16 that the stochastic variability over 180 minutes exhibits a fairly
strong correlation for sites that are within 25 kilometers of one another. As the time interval gets
shorter or the distance between sites increases, the correlation coefficient for stochastic variability
between the sites quickly tapers off. This means that aggregating the output from a spatially
diverse set of solar generators will result in less stochastic variability, but the extent of the
smoothing is highly dependent on the distance between the generators [25].

Figure 17 is presented in order to illustrate the extent that additional sites are able to smooth the
aggregate solar resource, something that Figure 16 was not able to illustrate. It shows that after
the solar resource has been averaged over all 23 sites in the study, the large stochastic variations
that are present for a single site have been smoothed significantly. The spatial smoothing that
would occur from photovoltaic generators being dispersed throughout the PJM footprint is the
main reason why the solar power generation profiles seen in Figure 15 are considered to be
realistic.

Figure 17: Example of 1-Min Global Insolation from One Site, the Average of Five Close Sites,
and the Average of All 23 Sites in the SGP Network on a Partly Cloudy Day. Source: [25]
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4.2.6 Capacity Value
In PJM, 2 PM to 6 PM of June through August are referred to as “summer peak hours” [26] and
typically correspond to the hours of the year with the highest electricity demand. The percentage
of a renewable generator’s installed capacity that it can reliably contribute during those hours is
defined by PJM as the generator’s capacity value (CV). The CV of a renewable resource is a
good metric for determining the amount of traditional generating capacity that it can displace. As
of 2010, existing wind generators inside PJM had an average CV of 13% and existing solar
generators had an average CV of 38% [26]. This result suggests that, on average within PJM, 1
MW of solar generation and 3 MW of wind generation are able to displace approximately 0.38
MW of traditional generation. The chief reason for these CVs not being higher is that wind and
solar generators are rarely producing power at their rated capacity during the summer peak hours.

The system-wide average CV for each type of variable renewable generation is also a function of
the amount of installed renewable generation capacity. The CV is highest for low penetrations of
renewable energy and declines as the penetration increases. In the case of wind, this means that
each additional MW of installed wind generation capacity will displace slightly less traditional
capacity than the previous MW [27]. This concept is illustrated with German CV4 data in Figure
18. The increase in CV that is expected of the 2020 wind power configuration in Figure 18 is
attributed to more efficient wind turbines and the development of off-shore sites [27]. The actual
rate at which the CV trails off varies from system to system. Utility scale electricity storage
technologies, such as PHS, have the ability to address the decreasing CV of high penetrations of
renewable energy by storing their generation to be used at a later time. Complementing variable
renewable generators with PHS is discussed more thoroughly in section 6.4.

4

The procedure for calculating the CV in Germany is similar, but not identical to the procedure
used by PJM

Relative Capacity Value [%]
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Figure 18: Relationship of Installed Wind Power and Capacity Value in Germany. Source: [27]
Table 4 is a list of some of the other factors that affect the system-wide average CV for wind
power generators. Although Table 4 refers to wind, the factors are general enough that they are
can be readily adapted to solar power generators.
Table 4: Factors That Affect the Capacity Value for a Given Amount of Installed Wind Capacity.
Source: [27]
Increases

Decreases

Low penetration of wind power

High penetration of wind power

Higher average capacity factor

Lower average capacity factor

Low degree of system security

High degree of system security

Demand and wind are correlated

Demand and wind are uncorrelated

Low correlation between wind farms

High correlation between wind farms

Good wind power exchange through
interconnection

Poor wind power exchange through
interconnection
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4.3 Energy Characteristics of Renewables
The energy characteristics of non-dispatchable renewable generators are intertwined with the
power characteristics according to Eq. ( 3.2 ). The main difference between traditional generators
and renewable generators is that the amount of energy that a renewable generator can produce is
often limited by the availability of the natural resource.

4.3.1 Capacity Factors
A renewable generator’s capacity factor (CF) is the ratio of the total energy generated over a
specified period to the maximum possible energy it could have generated if it had operated at its
rated power capacity for the same specified period [28]. Although the definitions for capacity
value (CV) and capacity factor (CF) are mathematically similar, the terms are used for different
purposes. A capacity factor is typically calculated for a period of one year and provides a simple
way to quantify the energy production of a particular generator. The CF is also used in economic
calculations such as the levelized cost of energy, which is discussed in the next section.

The CFs for the synthetic PJM wind and solar generation data are presented in Table 5. The
quarterly CFs are intended to show how the electricity production from wind and solar generators
varies over the course of a year. The electricity production from wind peaks during the fourth
quarter of the year and is more than double the electricity produced in the preceding quarter.
Compared to wind, the amount of electricity produced by solar generators is much less variable
from quarter to quarter. Solar generation has low CFs largely due to the sun not being available
to produce electricity at night which accounts for roughly half of the year.
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Table 5: Capacity Factors by Quarter of the Year.
Wind

Solar

Q1 Capacity Factor

0.304

0.143

Q2 Capacity Factor

0.252

0.177

Q3 Capacity Factor

0.158

0.171

Q4 Capacity Factor

0.337

0.120

Annual Capacity Factor

0.263

0.153

4.4 The Price of Electricity Produced by Renewable Generators
The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) for renewable generators is calculated using the same
equation as before, Eq. ( 3.3 ), which is reproduced below.

( 3.3 )
Because the “fuel” of most renewable generators is free, their variable costs are limited to
operations and maintenance which are often insignificant in comparison to the generator’s fixed
costs. For a given fixed cost (FC) and negligible variable costs (VC), the LCOE is inversely
proportion to the renewable generator’s CF. In other words, as the amount of energy produced by
a renewable generator increases, the fixed costs are spread over a larger number of MWh which
results in a lower cost per MWh. Figure 19 demonstrates the approximate LCOE relationship
between three generation technologies: open cycle gas turbines, wind turbines, and coal fired
steam turbines.
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Figure 19: Levelized Costs of Energy for Various Technologies as a Function of Capacity Factor.
If the generator is going to be used relatively infrequently, the graph shows that a gas turbine
would be the best option for minimizing electricity costs. Above a capacity factor of about 0.4,
coal generators are a better option for minimizing electricity costs. Wind is a good option in
terms of economics as long as the capacity factor is large enough that the resulting price of the
energy is competitive with the alternative sources of generation. For CFs above 0.6, Figure 19
suggests that a wind turbine would yield the lowest cost electricity. However, because of the
limited resource availability, it is very rare for on-shore wind turbines to have a CF that high.
Actual overnight and variable costs are difficult to quantify because they are specific to each
generator. The values presented in Table 6 were approximated for the year 2010 by the author in
order to demonstrate the behavior of the LCOE metric. Over the next decade, it is very likely that
wind turbine and natural gas prices will decrease and the variable cost of coal generation will
increase due to tighter environmental regulations. The discount rate is 0.08 and the life span is 20
years for all generators so that the only variable is the CF of each generator.
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Table 6: Overnight Costs and Variable Costs Used in Figure 19.
Technology

Overnight Costs [$/kW]

Variable Cost [$/kWh]

Open Cycle Gas Turbine

500

0.07

Wind Turbine

1500

0

Coal-Fired Steam Turbine

900

0.03

Chapter 5
PJM: A Regional Transmission Organization
PJM is a regional transmission organization (RTO) that coordinates the movement of wholesale
electricity in all or parts of Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New
Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and the District
of Columbia [29] . The PJM service area, shown in Figure 20, is renowned for being the largest
centrally dispatched grid in North America.

Figure 20: PJM Footprint Shown in Blue. Source: [29]
As an RTO, PJM acts independently and impartially in managing the regional transmission
systems and the wholesale electricity market [29]. This entails keeping the electricity supply and
demand in balance by telling generators how much energy to produce and by adjusting import
and export transactions. PJM’s wholesale electricity market is similar to a stock exchange in that
it establishes a market price for electricity by matching supply with demand [29].
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5.1 The Electricity Industry
The electricity industry encompasses four processes: generation, transmission, distribution, and
consumption of the electricity, which are shown in Figure 21. The term transmission is typically
reserved for high-voltage power lines that carry the electricity over large distances whereas
distribution refers to lower-voltage power lines that carry the electricity to consumers.
Functionally, transmission and distribution lines are nearly identical and thus are collectively
referred to as the grid or the power grid.

Figure 21: Processes that Define the Electricity Industry. Source: [30]

5.1.1 PJM’s Role in the Electricity Industry
As its name implies, PJM is responsible for maintaining and managing the transmission network
in the region depicted in Figure 20. In addition, PJM analyzes and forecasts the future electricity
needs of the region in order to ensure that growth of the electric system takes place efficiently and
that system reliability is maintained [29]. In an effort to be independent and impartial, PJM does
not own any electricity industry assets.

5.1.2 The Changing Electricity Industry
Historically, the United State’s electricity industry was dominated by monopolistic, vertically
integrated utilities that provided generation, transmission and distribution service to customers at
cost-based rates [31]. Some of the legislation that helped to promote change in the electricity
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industry over the last 35 years include: the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
(PURPA) which created a market for electricity provided by non-utility generators [32], the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) which allowed wholesale marketers open access to regional
transmission networks [32], and FERC Order 2000 which encouraged the formation of RTOs
[31]. In areas that have embraced the change, ownership and/or operation of generation,
transmission and distribution facilities have been separated [31].

5.1.3 The Responsibilities of Balancing Authorities
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) sets mandatory reliability standards
for balancing authorities (BA) in the United States [25]. A BA is the entity that is responsible for
maintaining a balance between the supply and demand for electricity, e.g., PJM or a vertically
integrated utility. This balance is quantified by control performance standard 1 which requires
each BA to monitor their contributions to system-wide frequency deviations [25]. In order for the
frequency of the power grid to remain at 60 Hz, electricity generation must match electricity
consumption exactly, at all times. As the load varies, over-supplying electricity will increase the
system frequency whereas under-supplying it will reduce the frequency as shown in Figure 22.
Small deviations from 60 Hz do not degrade reliability, but large ones can damage equipment or
even lead to a blackout [33].
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Figure 22: How Supply and Demand Affect System Frequency. Source: [34]

5.2 PJM Energy Markets
PJM operates two bid-based energy markets: a real-time market and a day-ahead market. The
Day-Ahead (DA) market is a forward market in which hourly prices are calculated for the next
operating day based on generation offers, demand bids, and scheduled bilateral transactions [35].
The Real-Time (RT) market is a spot market in which current prices are calculated at five-minute
intervals based on actual grid operating conditions [35]. The DA market allows participants to
lock in the price of their energy with a higher degree of certainty than can be provided through
the volatile RT market. The DA market also contributes to system reliability by providing a
financial incentive to help ensure that the necessary generating resources will be available in
advance to meet the RT energy demand [36]. In a competitive market, the RT price indicates the
true cost of producing an additional unit of electricity [15] and its variability is due to unforeseen
conditions such as: changes in weather, generator and transmission outages, and unexpected
variations in the demand for electricity [36].
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5.2.1 Economic Dispatch and Generation Supply Curves
Economic dispatch is the procedure that the system operator, i.e., PJM, uses to determine which
generators to utilize and how much electricity each generator should produce in order to meet the
electricity demand at the lowest cost. The demand dictates the point on the generation supply
“curve”, shown in Figure 23, that will be used to set the market clearing price for electricity. In
PJM, this price is known as the system lambda and is paid to all generators that are selected
through economic dispatch.
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Figure 23: A Simplified Generation Supply Curve.
The simplified generation supply curve in Figure 23 is made up of three different generators and
will be used for the following examples of economic dispatch. The levelized costs of energy
(LCOE) of the generators in the figure are estimates for new generation commissioned in 2016
[37] and are assumed to be independent of power output. The coal-fired steam turbine has a
capacity of 680 MW and represents a base load power plant, the hydro turbine has a capacity of
240 MW and represents a mid-merit power plant and the open cycle combustion turbine has a
capacity of 80 MW and represents a peak load power plant.
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Based on the supply curve from Figure 23, whenever the demand for electricity is 680 MW or
less, the coal-fired steam turbine has sufficient capacity to meet the demand by itself. As a result,
economic dispatch will set the system lambda to $100/MWh which is the LCOE for the coal fired
steam turbine. When the demand exceeds the 680 MW capacity of the coal-fired steam turbine,
additional generating capacity is required in order to satisfy the demand. As the supply curve
suggests, economic dispatch will select the hydro turbine to supply the additional electricity
because it has a lowest LCOE of the remaining generators. If the demand is above 920 MW,
economic dispatch would utilize the full capacity of the coal-fired steam turbine and the hydro
turbine and dispatch the open cycle gas turbine to supply the remaining demand. Anytime the
open cycle gas turbine is selected through economic dispatch, the system lambda of $140/MWh is
paid to each generator for the electricity it produces.

Some of the simplifications that were used in the previous example include: the number of
generators, generators having a constant marginal cost, no transmission constraints, a constant
demand, and complete availability of all generators. Economic dispatch in real life is vastly more
complicated than the provided example. PJM’s economic dispatch takes characteristics like
minimum run times, a generator’s minimum load, power ramp rates, variable marginal costs,
transmission constraints, and price sensitive demand into account before arriving at an optimal
dispatch of generators. The actual summer generation supply curves for PJM represent hundreds
of generators and are shown in Figure 24. Note the linearity of the supply curves below 120,000
MW and the exponential behavior exhibited thereafter. Figure 24 demonstrates that as the
demand for electricity approaches the 166,512 MW installed capacity of PJM [38], the market
price of a MWh of electricity increases dramatically. The figure also suggests that the market
price of electricity in PJM would be negative if the demand is less than about 9000 MW. The
caveat of this interpretation of Figure 24 is explained in the next section.
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Figure 24: Average PJM Aggregate Supply Curves: Summers 2009 and 2010. Source:[10]

5.2.2 Locational Marginal Prices
When there is congestion on the transmission grid in PJM, the price of electricity varies
geographically according to the supply and the demand. Because of this fact, the price of
electricity is referred to as a locational marginal price (LMP). High LMPs correlate to locations
with high demand and limited capability to import electricity whereas low LMPs correlate to
locations with ample, low cost generation. A small number of negative LMPs are usually the
result of excess electricity supply that cannot reach the demand due to constraints on the
transmission system [39]. Despite what Figure 24 suggests, it is very likely that a few negative
LMPs exist in transmission constrained areas of PJM when the demand is significantly larger than
9000 MW. But, because the negative LMPs are sparse, they are absorbed when the LMPs are
averaged to create the figure. The behavior of the average supply curve during periods of low
demand corresponds to the limited flexibility of base load generators. The fact that the curve
goes negative implies that paying customers to consume electricity is preferred to shutting down
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one or more of the base load generators. This thesis assumes that there is no transmission
congestion in PJM, thus all LMPs are equal to the load-weighted hourly LMPs for PJM.

5.2.3 Renewable Generation and the Day-Ahead Market
Wind power and solar power generators have minimal variable costs because, unlike many
traditional generators, they don’t have to buy fuel. It is advantageous for the generators that
choose to sell into the DA market to offer the energy at $0/MWh in order to guarantee they are
selected through economic dispatch. Typically, the system lambda is set by a higher priced,
traditional generator and the renewable generators get paid according to the system lambda rather
than their offer. This means that the profitability of a renewable generator is dependent on the
amount of energy the generator produces as well as the DA LMP at the time of production [33].
Furthermore, the generator is penalized anytime its real time power production deviates from the
amount it offered into the DA market.

When a renewable generator is selected to participate in the DA market through economic
dispatch, each MWh of renewable energy displaces a MWh that would have been produced by a
more costly generator, usually a traditional generator. The renewable energy therefore avoids the
fuel consumption and emissions associated with the traditional generation it replaced [40]. Any
standby traditional generation needed to address the renewable resource’s variability and
uncertainty would offset some of the savings. Figure 25 depicts the type and amount of
generation that was displaced by wind energy in PJM for each hour of the day during 2010. The
majority of wind generation displaced energy that would have been generated by burning coal.
The second most common type of generator to be displaced was natural gas. The shape of the
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average displaced MW curve in Figure 25 reinforces the fact that the average wind power
generation in PJM is at its maximum overnight.

Figure 25: Marginal Fuel at Time of Wind Generation in PJM, Calendar Year 2010. Source: [22]

5.2.4 Renewable Generation and the Real-Time Market
The RT market is an alternative to the day-ahead market where energy can be bought and sold on
an hourly or sub-hourly basis in RT, at RT prices. This allows parties to cover any imbalances or
differences between their scheduled and actual production or consumption [41]. Figure 26
provides a comparison between the ranges and probabilities of the RT and DA LMPs in PJM
during 2010. Cumulative probabilities between 0.1 and 0.85 were omitted from Figure 26
because the RT and DA traces can be fairly accurately reproduced by interpolating. The price
range for DA LMPs is 5 to 195 $/MWh with a load-weighted average of $47.65/MWh, whereas
the RT LMPs have a significantly larger spread and range from -26 to 346 $/MWh with a loadweighted average of $48.35/MWh [10].
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Figure 26: Cumulative Distribution Function of Real-Time and Day-Ahead Locational Marginal
Prices in PJM During 2010.
Although Figure 26 does a good job of showing the annual variability of the DA and RT LMPs, it
provides no information about the chronological relationship between the two LMPs. Figure 27
shows the difference between the RT and DA LMPs in PJM over the course of a year. For the
majority of 2010, the trace in Figure 27 is near zero which means that the predicted costs of
producing electricity were fairly close to the actual cost. However, there are several occasions
during 2010 where the two LMPs differed by more than $50/MWh. Consider a renewable
generator that produced 400 MWh of energy during one of those occasions: selling the energy in
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the DA market instead of the RT market or vice versa would result in a revenue difference of at
least $20,000.

Figure 27: Real-Time Hourly LMP Minus Day-Ahead LMP: Calendar Year 2010. Source:[10]

5.2.5 Payment For Electricity Generation
The rules for electricity markets are frequently modified in order to correct flaws and to make
them operate more efficiently. PJM’s 2005 generator payment scheme will be explained in this
thesis because it is used in the Mathcad model of wind and solar power generation and PHS. The
2005 payment scheme is less complicated than the current scheme, yet it is still able to account
for the financial penalties that arise due to the variability of renewable generation. Generation
payments to non-dispatchable, renewable generators that participate in the DA market are a
function of the amount of power offered into the DA market, the DA LMP, the amount of power
produced in RT, the RT LMP, and the operating reserve rate.
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Figure 28: Power Generation Offer vs. Varying, Real-Time Power Production.
Figure 28 is an example of how a renewable generator’s RT power production might vary in
relation to its hourly generation offer into the DA market. When a generator’s production
deviates from its offer into the DA market two things occur: the generator incurs an operating
reserve charge (ORC)5 and the difference between its actual production and its hourly offer is
settled at the RT LMP. The money collected from ORCs is used to pay for the extra generating
capacity that is needed to ensure the security of the PJM system. The ORC, which is always a
cost, is assessed based on the operating reserve rate (ORR) for the day and is calculated according
to Eq. ( 5.1 ). A new, cost-based ORR is set by PJM for each day of the year. In 2010, the ORR
for the Eastern portion of PJM ranged from 0.05 to 14.21 $/MWh with an average of $1.75/MWh
[42].

5

The PJM 2005 generator payment scheme levies an ORC only when a generator’s hourly output
deviates more than ±5% or 5 MW from its DA offer. However, the Mathcad model described in this thesis
levies an ORC anytime a generator’s output deviates from its DA offer.
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( 5.1 )
The settlement for the difference between the generator’s actual production and its hourly offer
will be referred to as the uninstructed deviation settlement (UDS) and is calculated according to
Eq. ( 5.2 ). The UDS is a revenue when the generator is overproducing and a cost when the
generator is underproducing. For a renewable generator to maximize profit, it is imperative to
match its production to its accurately forecasted offer into the DA market.

( 5.2 )
Figure 29 is used as an example of how a generator is compensated after its generation offer into
the DA market is accepted. For the example, the generator’s hourly offer of 20 MW into the DA
market was accepted but the generator exceeded its hourly offer and produced 22 MW in RT.
PJM generation payments are calculated using Eq. ( 5.3 ) which corresponds to $646.5, as shown
by Eq. ( 5.4 ). The 2010 average ORR of $1.75/MWh was used for this example as well as a DA
LMP of $30/MWh and a RT LMP of $25/MWh.

Figure 29: A Graphical Example of a Generator’s Real-Time Generation Being More Than Its
Offer Into the Day-Ahead Market. Source: [34]
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( 5.3 )
( 5.4 )

5.3 PJM Ancillary Service Markets
Ancillary services support the reliable operation of PJM’s transmission system as it moves
electricity from generating sources to retail customers [43]. Examples of ancillary services
include frequency regulation, operating reserves, voltage control, and black start service. PJM
operates two markets for ancillary services: synchronized reserves and frequency regulation, both
of which will be discussed in this thesis. These two ancillary services account for 4-8% of
electricity costs, or $9.6 billion per year in the United States [44]. Voltage control and black start
service are essential parts of a reliable electricity grid, but are outside the scope of this thesis.

5.3.1 Frequency Regulation
Frequency regulation, or simply regulation, is responsible for maintaining the frequency of the
power grid at 60 Hz through small adjustments to generation. The fluctuations that regulation
addresses are much smaller than the daily fluctuations associated with ramping up and down at
the beginning and end of the day, respectively [44]. Figure 30 decomposes the total load into the
load following component that is managed through economic dispatch and the quickly varying
regulation component. As shown in the figure, it is rare for regulation up (generation increase) or
regulation down (generation decrease) to be required for a long duration, typically the regulation
component changes sign every few minutes [44]. These fluctuations are first counteracted by the
rotational inertia inherent to synchronous generators. The large number of synchronous
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generators that are part of the Eastern Interconnection gives PJM significantly more time to
correct generation imbalances compared to small or isolated utility systems [33].

Figure 30: System Load Following and Regulation: Regulation (Red) is the Fast Fluctuating
Component of Total Load (Green) While Load Following (Blue) is the Slower Trend. Source: [1]
PJM requires that providers of regulation have at least 1 MW of regulation capability, be able to
provide equal amounts of regulation up and regulation down, and be able to provide the full
amount offered in under five minutes [45]; [44]. The PJM on-peak regulation requirement is 1%
of the forecast peak load and the off-peak requirement is 1% of the forecast valley load. Both
requirements can be adjusted by PJM as long as the adjustment is consistent with NERC control
standards [45]. The PJM regulation market clearing prices (RMCPs), which are hourly the prices
paid to all generators that provide regulation, varied drastically during 2010. Figure 31 depicts
the variability in PJM RMCPs as a function of the time of day. The RMCPs vary from 0 to
232.92 $/MWh and average $17.93/MWh. For a full explanation of how generators are
compensated for providing regulation service, PJM manual 11 [45] should be consulted. Figure
31 demonstrates that, on average, RMCPs are lowest during the day which is when DA LMPs are
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usually the highest. Frequency regulation is discussed in this thesis primarily because of its
economic implications rather than its technical importance to reliable power grids.
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Figure 31: Hourly Market Clearing Prices for Frequency Regulation in PJM During 2010.
Source: [46]

5.3.2 Operating Reserves
In PJM, operating reserves is the term used to describe the generating capacity that is scheduled
to be available for specific periods of an operating day and can be fully converted into energy
within 30 minutes. Operating reserves are subdivided into either primary reserves or secondary
reserves based on the time required to provide the contracted amount of reserve energy [47]. As
shown in Figure 32, primary reserves, must be able to respond within 10 minutes whereas
secondary reserves have up to 30 minutes to respond. Synchronized primary reserves are able to
inject power into the grid almost immediately because they are always electrically synchronized
with the power grid.
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Figure 32: PJM's Classifications for Different Types of Reserve Capacity. Source: [47]
Generators that provide synchronized reserve capacity are paid for their ability to provide power
during an unplanned event (contingency) in addition to being compensated at the RT LMP for
any energy that they generate after being called upon by PJM. Utilization of spinning reserves in
PJM is fairly rare: in 2007 there were 45 synchronized reserve events with an average duration of
14 minutes [44].

The PJM synchronized Reserve Market Clearing Prices (SRMCPs), like the RMCPs, varied
considerably during 2010. Figure 33 illustrates the variability in PJM SRMCPs as a function of
the hour of day. The SRMCPs vary from 0 to 213.75 $/MWh and average $5.70/MWh. Figure
33 is included to show that SRMCPs are highest during the day which is when the demand for
generation capacity is the highest.
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Figure 33: Mid-Atlantic Hourly Synchronized Reserve Market Clearing Prices in PJM During
2010. Source: [48]

Chapter 6
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
Most stationary, utility-scale electricity storage technologies don’t store actual electricity. They
convert the electricity into another form of such as chemical, kinetic or potential energy before
storing it. Because of the inefficiencies that are inherent to energy conversion, energy storage
facilities are net consumers of electricity6. Each storage technology has its own particular
operational range and set of capabilities and can be grouped into one of the three categories, seen
in Table 7, based on its energy storage capacity/discharge time.
Table 7: The Three Categories of Electricity Storage Technologies. Source: [1]

Although PHS has the ability to function in all three categories, it is usually grouped with energy
management technologies because of its long discharge time. Figure 34 provides a comparison of
rated power capacity to energy storage capacity. The 127 GW of PHS that is installed worldwide
[49] is fairly unique due to its combination of high rated power capacity and high energy storage
capacity. It is also the only energy storage technology that will be addressed in this thesis. For a
brief introduction to the other technologies depicted in Figure 34, consult either “The Role of
Energy Storage with Renewable Electricity Generation” [1] or “Energy Storage: A Nontechnical
Guide” [33].
6

The exceptions are hybrid energy storage technologies, such as compressed air energy storage,
that require additional, non-electrical energy in order to operate.
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Figure 34: Rated Power Capacity vs. Energy Storage Capacity of Various Electricity Storage
Technologies. Source: [50]

6.1 Fixed Speed Pump-Turbine Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
PHS facilities store electricity in the form of potential energy by pumping water from a lower
reservoir into an upper reservoir at a significantly higher elevation. To recover the energy, the
water is returned to the lower reservoir, passing through a hydraulic turbine that generates
electricity [33]. Figure 35 shows the configuration of all the major components of a PHS facility.
The labels correspond to a PHS facility that is in generation mode. In pumping mode, the intake
and discharge locations are switched because the water is flowing in the opposite direction. The
majority of PHS facilities use fixed speed , reversible Francis pump-turbines instead of separate
pumps and turbines, in an effort to reduce capital costs [51]. The main drawbacks of reversible
pump-turbines are that they have slightly lower efficiencies and require more time to switch
between modes. The additional time, which varies between 1.5 minutes [52] and about 20
minutes, is necessary to reverse the pump-turbine’s direction of rotation.
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Figure 35: Diagram of a Pumped Hydroelectric Storage Facility. Source: [53]

6.1.1 Generation Mode
The fixed speed pump-turbines used in PHS facilities typically have a minimum load in
generation mode that is in the neighborhood of 60% of their rated power capacity. If a unit
operates below its minimum load for a prolonged period of time it will be damaged due to
cavitation. For a PHS facility with four 117.5 MW pump-turbines that have minimum loads of
70.5 MW, this results in two capacity gaps in generation mode as shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: PHS Capacity Gaps of Four 117.5 MW Pump-Turbines in Turbine Mode. Source:
[54]
Outside of those gaps, the PHS facility is able to continuously vary its generation capacity which
is very important for facilities that will be used to offset variations in electricity supply and
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demand. Under normal operating conditions, the power output is varied at an average rate of 1%
of the pump-turbine’s rated capacity per second. Much quicker changes are possible, but would
subject the pump-turbines and penstocks to unnecessary pressure fluctuations [55]. New fixed
speed pump-turbines are able to achieve overall generation efficiencies, ηGen, up to 91%7 [56].
The efficiency of a fixed speed pump-turbine does vary slightly over its operating range, with the
maximum efficiency typically occurring between its minimum and maximum power output.

6.1.2 Pump Mode
In contrast to generation mode, fixed speed pump-turbines operating in pump mode are unable to
vary the amount of power they consume for a given amount of hydraulic head. This means that
the pumping capacities of the PHS facility are integer multiples of the rated capacity of a single
pump-turbine. New fixed speed pump-turbines are able to achieve overall pump efficiencies,
ηPump, up to 89%8 [56]. Typically, the rated power capacity in turbine mode is slightly higher than
pump mode [56]. In this thesis, one the simplifying assumptions for the PHS facility being
modeled is that the pumping and generating power capacities are equal.

6.1.3 Planned and Existing Facilities
Figure 37 is a survey of the range of power capacities and hours of energy storage of various PHS
facilities around the world, the majority of which use fixed speed pump-turbines. The arrows that
originate from Reisseck and La Mulea indicate recent upgrades to increase the power capacity of
both installations. Although the facility’s energy storage capacity is unchanged, the number of
full load hours decreases because the additional power capacity allows the upper reservoir to be
drained more quickly.
7
8

91% Overall Generation Efficiency
89% Overall Pump Efficiency
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Figure 37: Power Capacity vs. Energy Storage Capacity of Planned and Existing PHS Facilities.
Source: [57]
Norway is unique in that, as of 1998, it had 27.3 GW of installed PHS power capacity and 84.1
TWh of energy storage capacity [58]. This translates into 3080 full load hours in turbine mode
and allows the operators to store electricity over the course of multiple months rather than days.
The effects of changes in pumping efficiency, generating efficiency, power capacity, and energy
storage capacity are analyzed using the Mathcad model that is described in the next chapter.

6.1.4 Alternatives To Fixed Speed Pump-Turbine Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
In Europe, the capacity gaps in generation mode and the operational inflexibility in pump mode
of fixed speed pump-turbine PHS have been addressed in two different ways. Goldisthal, a PHS
facility in Germany, chose to install variable speed motor/generators on two of its four pumpturbines. This maximizes round trip efficiency and provides access to a greater range of power
capacities, especially while pumping, compared to traditional fixed speed pump-turbine PHS.
Pump-turbines that are outfitted with variable speed motor/generators also allow the PHS facility
to provide many of the same benefits as dedicated flywheels. Kopswerk II, a PHS facility in
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Austria, uses a hydraulic short circuit (HSC) coupled with a unidirectional ternary9 machine
(UTM) to create a continuous range of pumping and generating capacities [59]. A schematic of
Kopswerk II’s HSC configuration is shown in Figure 38. Branchini has analyzed the use of a
HSC with fixed speed pump-turbines and found it to be practical when the amount of short
circuited water accounts for less than 70% of the pump’s output [54].

Figure 38: Configuration of The Unidirectional Ternary Machines at The Kopswerk II PHS
Facility. Source: [59]

6.2 Conventional Uses for Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
Energy storage technologies that fall in the energy management class are often built for the
purpose of load leveling. This involves artificially increasing off-peak demand, which prevents
base load generators from having to vary their power output. The low cost energy that is stored at
night is used to displace high-cost peak load generators at a later time [60]. Since the price of
electricity is highly correlated to demand, load leveling is generally synonymous with energy
arbitrage (EA), which places more emphasis on the economic aspects. The capacity gaps
discussed in sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 are inconsequential for PHS facilities that perform only EA
because EA profits are maximized by operating at full capacity whenever EA is profitable. An

9

Meaning composed of three
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example of EA is shown in Figure 39 for a PHS facility that has a round trip efficiency10, ηRT, of
56.3%. The facility in the figure generates during the 4 hours of the day corresponding to the
highest hourly LMPs based on 7.11 hours of pumping.
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Figure 39: Operational Schedule for a 1000 MW PHS Facility Engaging in Energy Arbitrage.
In addition to being useful for calculating energy losses, ηRT is useful for calculating the
minimum price the PHS facility should charge for the energy it has stored. When ηRT equals .80,
for every 10 MWh of energy that is absorbed by facility, 2 MWh are lost as a result of pumping
and generating inefficiencies. In order for the PHS to account for the inefficiencies financially,
the remaining energy must be sold at a price that is higher than its purchase price per MWh. The
minimum selling price can be calculated using Eq. ( 6.1 ). Anytime the market prices allow the
PHS facility to sell the energy at a higher price than specified by Eq. ( 6.1 ), a profit is realized.
For example, if the 10 MWh were purchased for $20/MWh, then the remaining 8 MWh would
need to be sold for at least $25/MWh ($20/.8) to break even.

10

ηRT = ηPump × ηGen
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( 6.1 )
Traditional generators that operate at a reduced power output can increase their heat rate
anywhere from 5 to 20% [33]. The flexibility of PHS facility allows the system operator to
optimize the set points of traditional generators that would have otherwise been dispatched in an
inefficient manner [61]. This is analogous to the previously mentioned practice of load leveling,
but on a much smaller scale. PHS also has the ability to increase the utilization of variable
renewable generation resources, something that is discussed further in section 6.4.

The relatively quick power ramp rates of PHS facilities in generation mode, which were
discussed in section 6.1.1, allow them to provide ancillary services that are classified as either
bridging power or power quality in Table 7. These ancillary services include black start
capability, voltage support, operating reserves, and frequency regulation. For example,
Dinorwig, a 1700 MW PHS facility in North Wales, can change its power output by more than
100 MW per second over a range exceeding 1000 MW [61].

6.3 Economics of a Pumped Hydroelectric Storage Facility
As of 2010, the capital costs of new PHS facilities ranged from $1500 to $2500 per kW of
installed power capacity for fixed speed pump-turbine and $1800 to $3200 per kW for variable
speed pump-turbines [62]. Costs associated with the energy capacity of PHS facilities vary
considerably from site to site whereas the costs of pump-turbines exhibit less variation and
account for approximately 33% of total PHS cost [62]. For example, Taum Sauk, a PHS facility
in Missouri, was able to add 100 MW of power capacity for $250/kW through upgrades in 1999
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[33]. This is an example of the trend in the United States to upgrade existing PHS, which is
usually much more economical than building new facilities.

Due to the high capital costs, it is important to consider the life cycle costs when making
assessments about the economic viability of PHS. Figure 40 compares the capital costs of various
storage technologies per kW to a metric that is very similar to the LCOE discussed in section
3.4.1. Because of the technological maturity of PHS, it is unlikely to achieve cost reduction [62].
However, it already has one of the lowest costs per unit energy among electricity storage
technologies, as shown in Figure 40.

Figure 40: Approximate Capital Cost vs. Cost per Unit of Output Energy for Various Electricity
Storage Technologies as of 2002. Source: [50]

6.3.1 Revenue Streams for Pumped Hydroelectric Storage
The revenue from energy arbitrage, by itself, is usually insufficient to support new PHS facilities.
However, it has been suggested that the dynamic benefits of energy storage facilities are 5-10
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times greater than their load leveling benefits [63]. Therefore, PHS facilities must be able to
realize multiple revenue streams, known as “stacking”, to justify their capital investment [49].
Along the same lines, operational flexibility between energy and ancillary services markets can
also increase revenue. This was demonstrated by a PHS project in California that saw an 83%
increase in overall profit despite a decrease of 47% in EA profits, which was offset by an increase
in ancillary service revenue [61]. Markets for services that can be provided by PHS, such as
energy arbitrage, frequency regulation, etc., provide a way to more accurately quantify the
potential revenue streams for PHS [64]. Anytime historical market data are used to value a
storage asset, it is important to consider the depth of that particular market in order to avoid
overstating its value. For example, the average hourly demand for frequency regulation in PJM
was less than 1000 MW during the summer of 2011 [64]. So unless regulation requirements
change drastically, PJM’s regulation market may not be able to support a significant increase in
the number of the generators that want to provide frequency regulation.

As the size of a PHS facility is increased, the price feedback that results from the facility buying
and selling energy can become significant [62]. This price feedback, that is largely a result of
transmission congestion, reduces the PHS facility’s EA revenue. The profitability of EA in any
region is dependent on the relative price difference between low cost off-peak electricity and high
cost on-peak electricity [33]. Although the feedback acts to undermine one of the key revenue
streams of PHS, there may be system-wide benefits that would still warrant a large PHS facility
[62]. Because this thesis assumes no transmission congestion, the power capacity of the PHS
facility being modeled is limited to 1000 MW in order to minimize the effects of price feedback.
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6.4 Pumped Hydroelectric Storage Applied to Variable Renewable Generation
In the United States, the primary challenge associated with wind power generation at its current
penetration is development of the transmission network [65]. At moderate penetrations, issues
with ramping requirements, generation forecasting, and the optimal scheduling of traditional
generators begin to emerge. As is the case with most types variable renewable generation, at high
penetration levels the challenges include curtailment due to minimum load constraints of base
load units and generators that must be online to provide ancillary services [65]. Kirby’s 2008
analysis of the impacts of wind energy concludes that a flexible generation fleet will be required
for systems with significant levels of wind energy [2]. There are two principle methods for
increasing a generation fleet’s flexibility. The conventional solution is to build additional quick
responding, peak load generators [62], the alternative is to use a variety of energy storage
technologies to increase the flexibility of the existing generation fleet. It is suggested by
Bathhurst that combining energy storage with wind generation can result in super-additive
economic gains, compared to the independent revenues [66].

There are three basic ways that PHS could be coupled with variable renewable generation:
dispatchable generation, capacity firming, and base load renewables [33]. This thesis will, among
other objectives, investigate the firming capacity that is necessary for the renewable generators to
match their hourly generation offer into the DA market, which provides system operators a
greater level of reliability for the increasing penetrations of renewable energy [33]. In this thesis,
the required firming capacity corresponds to the difference between the renewable generators’
offer into the DA market and their variable RT power production as shown in Figure 41. In this
figure, positive values of firming power correspond to power generation and negative values
correspond to power absorption.
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Figure 41: A Graphical Example of the Hourly Firming Capacity Required for a Variable
Renewable Generator.
The required firming capacity is a function only of the renewable generator’s power production
and its hourly bids into the DA market. The technical ability for PHS to provide the required
firming capacity for variable renewable generators is discussed in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.

6.4.1 Curtailment Reduction of Renewable Generation
As was described in section 4.2.6, the capacity value for a renewable generator is maximized for
low penetrations. When the penetration of a particular type of renewable generation is small, the
corresponding energy production can usually be integrated into the economic dispatch without
difficulty. As the penetration increases, systems with an inflexible generation fleet are forced to
curtail the production of renewable energy anytime the net load is driven below the system’s
minimum load, as shown in Figure 42. Curtailment reduces the capacity factor of renewable
generators and increases the average cost of their energy according to Eq. ( 3.3 ). Energy
management technologies like PHS have the ability to store renewable power production that
would have been curtailed until periods with a higher net load.
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Figure 42: The Curtailment of Renewable Power Production Due to a Generation Fleet With an
Assumed 70,000 MW Minimum Load.
The extent of renewable curtailment, shown in Figure 42, is unique to the mix of renewable
generators and the specified flexibility of the generation fleet. Although curtailment of
renewables is outside the scope of the Mathcad model used in this thesis, it may become
significant as states get closer to meeting their renewable portfolio standards. A more detailed
explanation of how curtailments affect renewable generation can be found in “The Role of
Energy Storage with Renewable Electricity Generation” [1].

6.4.2 Renewable Generation’s Effects on Energy Arbitrage Revenue
A high penetration of low marginal cost wind generation is expected to exert downward pressure
on already lower off-peak electricity prices [49], much like high natural gas prices increase onpeak electricity prices when natural gas generators are the marginal generators. As was shown in
section 4.2.2, the average wind power generation in PJM is higher at night than it is during the
day. This means that wind’s price suppression effects will be more pronounced during the hours
that PHS facilities are buying electricity for EA. At high penetrations of renewables, PHS
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facilities will likely tailor their pumping and generating schedules based on renewable power
production and its price suppression effects. The interactions between renewable power
production, electricity prices, and PHS are incorporated into the Mathcad model and are
described in the next chapter.

Chapter 7
MATHCAD MODEL OF PHS & RENEWABLE GENERATION
As previously mentioned, a computer model was programmed in Mathcad 14 to study the use of
PHS facilities to complement variable renewable generation. The model is run on a single
desktop computer but is capable of simulating PJM wind power generation, solar power
generation, and the operation of a fixed speed pump-turbine PHS facility in the PJM
interconnection at one-minute resolution for an entire year. In addition to analyzing the technical
aspects of PHS and renewable generation, the model is also capable of analyzing PHS and
renewable generation from an economic perspective. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to
the input data for the model, how the model uses the data and the model’s simplifying
assumptions.

7.1 Source Data
All of the raw, historical data that were collected for use in the Mathcad model are hourly
averages with the exception of the operating reserve rates, which change daily. This section is
devoted to the raw data whereas the next section will describe how the raw data were modified
for use in the model.

The renewable power production for the PJM footprint is based on the 2010 hourly averaged
wind power production for PJM [67] and the simulated hourly averaged photovoltaic power
output of six 20 MWDC solar farms spread throughout the PJM footprint [5], as shown in Figure
43. The simulated solar power output was generated with PVWatts v.1 [5] using a DC to AC
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derate factor of 0.85311. The array tilt was set to match the latitude of each solar farm and the
array azimuth was set to 180° for all cases.

Figure 43: Locations of the Six Simulated 20 MW Solar Farms in the PJM Footprint.
The PJM load-weighted hourly DA LMPs during 2010 [68] are used to establish the operational
schedule for the PHS facility and the value of renewable electricity production when the price
suppression effects of additional renewable generation are ignored. The actual PJM loadweighted hourly RT LMPs [68] and the operating reserve rates (ORRs) [42] during 2010 are used
to calculate the hourly uninstructed deviation settlements (UDSs) and operating reserve charges
(ORCs) for renewables regardless of whether or not the price suppression effects are taken into
account. Before being used as input to the model, the PJM hourly load data for 2010 [69] are
smoothly interpolated, as described in the next section.

11

Derate Factor: 0.853 = .92 Inverter x .98 Mismatch x .995 Connections x .98 DC Wiring x .99
AC Wiring x .98 Availability
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7.2 Manipulations of Source Data
All of historical data that were mentioned in the last section are hourly and daily averages.
Therefore, they lack the resolution that is necessary to study the interaction of PHS and renewable
power generation on time scales shorter than one hour. To get around this issue, the hourly
averaged renewable power production and hourly averaged load are smoothly interpolated using a
mean preserving algorithm for smoothly interpolating averaged data [24]. Figure 44
demonstrates how the hourly averaged solar power production is transformed after 1440 iterations
of the bounded12 mean preserving algorithm. As the name implies, the algorithm creates a
smooth interpolation of the averaged data without changing the value of the hourly average.
Before smoothing the wind power production and hourly load data, data from the last day of 2009
and the first day of 2011 are added to the start and end of the 2010 vectors. This is done so that
the smooth interpolation of the data has the correct concavity during the first and last hours of
2010.

Figure 44: Comparison of Hourly Averaged to Smoothly Interpolated Solar Power Output.

12

Bounded smoothing was used to ensure that power production was always greater than zero and
1440 iterations were used because it was the number suggested by the author for 24 hours worth of oneminute data
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In comparison to actual wind and solar power production data, the interpolations of the hourly
averaged data are too smooth. Thus, additional minute to minute variability is introduced to each
interpolation in an effort to make them more realistic. The minute to minute wind power
production variability closely resembles the aggregate variability from seven wind farms in Iowa,
Minnesota, and Texas documented by Wan [21]. The minute to minute variability for solar
power production was generated from Mills’ cumulative distribution function [25]. Mills’ work
focused on the variability for 23 sites in the Southern Great Plains network. The same variability
is assumed to apply in the PJM region. More information about the additional minute to minute
variability can be found in the Appendix. Unlike the wind and solar power generation, no
additional variability is introduced to the smoothly interpolated hourly load. It should be noted
that high resolution wind, solar, and load data are available but they usually correspond to
different geographic locations. The data used in this model are a hybrid of hourly data that
correspond to the PJM footprint and supplemental minute to minute variability.

When historical LMPs are used, the price suppression effects of changes in renewable power
production have no influence on the operational schedule and profits of the PHS facility being
modeled. As the penetration of renewable energy becomes significant, ignoring its influence on
LMPs may compromise the validity of financial conclusions. Therefore, four days are modeled
with historical LMPs and then again with responsive LMPs in order to quantify the effects that
price suppression has on PHS facilities. Responsive LMPs are function of the net load and are
calculated using an exponential fit between a single day’s LMPs and load. The concept of using a
line fit to calculate responsive LMPs was gleaned from Sioshansi et al. [4]. Graphically,
responsive LMPs can be calculated by traversing downward along the exponential fit line, shown
in Figure 45, from the historical LMP by an amount equal to the hourly average renewable power
production. For example, if the historical LMP is the green diamond, which corresponds to a
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load of 90,000 MW and the hourly average renewable generation is 13,300 MW, the responsive
LMP would be the orange diamond, which corresponds to a load of 76,700 MW (90,000 MW –
13,300 MW).

Figure 45: Example of the Exponential Fit of Load vs. DA LMP.
The quality exponential fit between a single day’s LMPs and load, shown in Figure 45, is
typical13 for PJM during 2010. The responsive prices allow the PHS operational schedule to react
to the price suppression effects of renewables and allow the resulting changes in PHS profit to be
quantified.

7.3 Parameters Set by The User
The Mathcad model allows the user to vary the assumed wind power penetration, solar power
penetration, and four PHS parameters: generating efficiency, pumping efficiency, power capacity,
and energy storage capacity. The model scales the modified14 2010 PJM wind power production

13

The R2 values for single day exponential fits of 2010 data range from 0.664 to 0.996 with a
mean of 0.943 and a median of 0.962
14
The modifications of the 2010 PJM wind power production data are described in section 7.2
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and the modified15 solar power production from the six solar farms linearly according to the
penetrations that are set by the user, which represents an increase in renewable generator density
within the PJM footprint. For this thesis, the solar power penetration is set to match the proposed
3721 MW solar photovoltaic generation in PJM [70] as of October 6, 2011. The wind power
penetration is set 3687 MW higher than the proposed 38,131 MW wind generation in PJM as of
October 6, 2011 to reflect the contribution of wind generation capacity that is already online. At
these levels, renewable energy generation would account for 11.5% of the 2010 energy demand in
PJM. The next chapter details how changes in the PHS parameters affect the operational
schedule of the PHS facility and the amount of renewable variability it can mitigate.

7.4 How The Model Operates
The schedule of the PHS facility is established in order to maximize intraday EA profit in the DA
market while respecting the constraints of the parameters set by the user. This means that the
PHS facility will pursue additional EA revenue by generating at its rated power capacity anytime
that the DA LMPs deem an additional hour profitable, according to Eq. ( 6.1 ). For each
additional hour of generation at its rated capacity, the PHS facility is required to pump for more
than one hour to make up for its round trip efficiency being less than 100%.

In order to calculate the ORCs and UDSs that result from the variability of renewable generators,
the assumed amount of power offered into the DA market must be established. Thus, the hourly
aggregate offer of wind power generators is set equal to the aggregate wind power production at
the beginning of the operating hour, as shown in Figure 46. Before solar noon, the hourly
aggregate offer of solar power generators is determined in a manner identical to that of wind
15

The modifications of the solar power production data are described in section 7.2
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power generators. After solar noon, the hourly aggregate offer for solar power generators is set
equal to the aggregate solar power production at the end of the operating hour, as shown in
Figure 46, to account for the decreasing solar power production. The orange trace corresponds to
the difference between the total renewable power production and their hourly generation offers,
which represents the required firming power to prevent ORCs and UDSs from being levied
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Figure 46: Example of Aggregate Wind and Solar Power Production, the Corresponding Hourly
Generation Offers, and The Difference Between the Total Renewable Generation and the
Renewable Offers.

7.5 Technical Output
The one-minute resolution wind power production, solar power production, aggregate renewable
power production, load, and net load vectors that are constructed by the model are analyzed in
terms of their variability (step changes) and their deviation from their hourly generation offers, if
applicable. Without curtailment or storage of the renewable power production, traditional
generators have to follow the net load in order to balance the aggregate supply of electricity with
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the demand. The outputs that directly pertain to the PHS facility are the one-minute resolution
state of charge for the upper reservoir and the facility’s energy arbitrage schedule.

7.6 Economic Output
The one-minute resolution wind power production and solar power production are also used to
study the finances of renewable generators. This includes the potential revenue available from
selling the energy in the DA market versus the RT market and the financial penalties that arise
from the renewables varying from their hourly offer into the DA market. In terms of PHS, the
model uses the one-minute data to calculate the facility’s EA profit that is realized based on the
power capacity, energy storage capacity, and round trip efficiency specified by the user.

7.7 Model Assumptions
The model is based on a number of simplifying assumptions. They include: perfect foresight of
energy prices, no electricity transmission constraints, no hydraulic constraints on the operation of
the PHS facility, power generation offers that can be submitted at the start of each hour, 100%
generator availability, PHS being limited to intraday energy arbitrage, constant PHS efficiencies,
equal power capacities for pumping and generation, and instantaneous start up/shut down of the
PHS facility.

7.7.1 Reserve Capacity in the Upper Reservoir
As a byproduct of the model attempting to maximize intraday EA profit in the DA market, the
operation of the PHS facility is occasionally scheduled such that the upper reservoir dips below
the state of charge with which it starts and ends each day. The upper reservoir’s largest excursion
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below its initial state of charge, based on the 2010 DA LMPs, was 2.10 hours at full generation
capacity. If the operation of the PHS facility is constrained such that the upper reservoir cannot
be drawn below its initial state of charge, the annual EA profits for the PHS facility decrease by
about 5.9%. Shifting the PHS facility’s 24 hour arbitrage period away from the midnight to
midnight schedule used in this thesis can also reduce the number of times that the upper reservoir
is drawn below its initial state of charge.

Chapter 8
MATHCAD MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS
The following renewable generation results are meant to be representative of 3,721 MW of solar
power capacity and 41,818 MW of wind power capacity installed in the PJM footprint. Any
analyses of the demand for electricity or calculations of the net load utilize the smoothly
interpolated 2010 PJM load data. The PHS results section demonstrates how varying each of the
four PHS parameters affects the facility’s ability to perform EA and provide firming capacity for
renewable generation. The last section of this chapter quantifies how the expected price
suppression effects of renewable generation could affect the PHS facility’s bottom line.

8.1 Renewable Generation Technical Results
The amount of renewable generation being simulated in this thesis is capable of exhibiting
significant power ramp rates. Large, unanticipated negative ramp rates (decreasing renewable
generation) can be problematic for system operators because dispatchable generators are often
required to provide fill-in energy on short notice. Large, unexpected positive ramp rates are
much more manageable because they can be counteracted by curtailing some or all of the
additional renewable generation. However, managing positive ramps by curtailing renewable
generation wastes low marginal cost energy and increases the average cost of renewable
generation, as was described in section 6.4.1. Selected positive and negative step changes (SCs)
are presented in Table 8 to characterize the ramp rates of the aggregate renewable generation over
a variety of timescales. The aggregate renewable SCs in Table 8 are the weighted average of the
data presented previously in Table 2 and Table 3, thus they closely resemble the SC percentages
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for wind power generation from Table 2. However, the percentages in Table 8 correspond to a
significantly higher simulated penetration of renewable energy than that assumed for Table 2 and
Table 3.
Table 8: Selected Step Changes of the Simulated Aggregate Renewable Generation in PJM [% of
Installed Renewable Capacity].
SC Interval

Average Down

Average Up

Max Down

Max Up

5 Minutes

0.90

0.89

13.18

10.94

10 Minutes

1.13

1.13

13.91

12.16

30 Minutes

1.86

1.84

17.07

18.93

60 Minutes

2.95

2.94

24.80

23.03

180 Minutes

6.12

6.30

47.42

45.18

Installed CapacityAggregates = 45,539 MW

The ability to accommodate the SCs presented in Table 8 depends upon a sufficient amount of
flexible, dispatchable generation being available to provide firming capacity and accurate
forecasts of renewable power production. For example, a PHS facility can provide flexibility for
integrating renewable generation but it relies on an accurate forecast to be in position to utilize its
flexibility most efficiently. Some of the larger negative SCs may be difficult to manage even if
they are forecasted correctly and the generation fleet possesses a reasonable amount of flexibility.

The timing of large power ramps also influences how easily the variable renewable generation
can be accommodated. Comparing the variation in net load to the variation in load provides a
way to assess whether the renewable power ramps help or hinder the system operator’s efforts to
balance the supply of electricity with demand. In general, renewable generation that decreases
the variability of the net load by reducing its ramp rates and/or the difference between the
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intraday maximum and minimum is beneficial. Figure 47 is a modified version of Figure 42 and
is reproduced to illustrate how the variability of the net load compares to that of the load. In
Figure 47, the renewable power production ramps down between 7:00 and 11:00, as the demand
for electricity experiences its morning ramp up. The result is a net load with a positive ramp rate
that is greater than the ramp rate of the load during the same time period. Between 21:00 and
23:00 the renewable power production ramps down again, but this time it decreases the relative
ramp rate of the net load because the demand for electricity is also decreasing. As the net load
ramp rates increase as a result of increased renewable penetration, generation fleets with a high
degree of flexibility will be needed to accommodate the renewable generation as efficiently as
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Figure 47: Comparison of Net Load Ramp Rates to the Ramp Rates of the Original Load.
Table 9 provides a comparison between some of the load and net load SCs 30 minutes and greater
for the assumed 45,539 MW of renewable generation. It is suspected that the short term load
variations are artificially smooth due to the use of the NREL interpolation algorithm and, as a
result, would not be meaningful. Information about the short term fluctuations of PJM’s load that
could be used to confirm or deny this suspicion is difficult to come by.
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Table 9: A Comparison of Load Step Changes to Net Load Step Changes [GW].
Load Only

Net Load

SC Interval

Max Down

Max Up

Max Down

Max Up

30 Minutes

5.31

5.43

8.43

8.58

60 Minutes

10.47

9.97

12.74

13.95

180 Minutes

28.72

28.01

32.17

31.67

SC Interval

Average Down

Average Up

Average Down

Average Up

30 Minutes

1.25

1.45

1.50

1.58

60 Minutes

2.48

2.85

2.83

2.98

180 Minutes

7.23

7.76

7.81

7.86

Instead of displaying the values in percent of installed capacity, the value in GW was chosen to
avoid having to determine the relevant installed capacity for the net load SCs. It can be seen that
accommodating the renewable power production increases the magnitude of the SCs in Table 9.
This suggests that traditional, dispatchable generators, as a whole, would have to vary their output
more quickly and over a larger range as a result of increased renewable penetration. The net load
section of Table 9 shows the subadditive behavior of SCs of the load and the aggregate renewable
generation. For instance, the maximum positive 180 minute SC of renewable generation
corresponds to 20.57 GW (45.18% of 45,539 MW from Table 8) and the maximum positive 180
minutes SC of the load is 28.01 GW. Yet the same SC for the net load is only 31.67 GW, which
is 16.91 GW less than their sum of 48.58 GW. This subadditive behavior is the result of the
maximum SCs for renewable generation and the load being rare enough that they typically occur
at different times. However, the net load is much more difficult to predict than the load by itself
due to the additional variability from the renewable generators.
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8.2 Renewable Generation Economic Results
The Mathcad model simulates the sale of the power offered into the DA market by the wind and
the solar generators. It was shown in section 5.2.4 that, on occasion, selling energy in the DA
market can result in revenue that is significantly different than selling the same amount of energy
in the RT market. Therefore, Table 10 compares the DA market sales to both selling the power in
the RT market and the 2010 load-weighted average LMP for PJM.
Table 10: Revenue Available from the DA and the RT Markets.
DA Market

RT Market

Avg. Wind Revenue per MWh

42.55

42.26

Avg. Solar Revenue per MWh

61.16

62.13

Average Load-Weighted LMP

47.65

48.35

Table 10 shows that, on average, wind generators are better off selling their power in the DA
market, whereas solar generators are slightly worse off. Anytime there is ample generation
capacity available in real time, whether it is because the forecasted demand was too high or there
is an overabundance of power being offered into the RT market, it usually acts to suppress the RT
LMP. Thus, it is unlikely that selling all of the solar power generation in the RT market would
result in the revenue suggested by Table 10. The DA LMPs are liable to be suppressed but to a
lesser extent, as evident from the smaller relative range of DA LMPs during 2010, shown in
Figure 26. The average wind revenue is lower than the average load-weighted LMP: this is a
byproduct of generating the electricity during periods of low demand, when LMPs are the lowest.
Solar power generation exhibits a much stronger correlation with the load and as a result, the
average solar revenue exceeds the average load-weighted LMP.
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Since the renewable generation is sold into the DA market, ORCs and UDSs, which were detailed
in section 5.2.5 , affect the profits of the renewable generators. The aggregate renewable ORCs
and UDSs, normalized by the aggregate MWh of renewable generation, are shown in Table 11 for
both types of renewable generation.
Table 11: Aggregate Operating Reserve Charges and Uninstructed Deviation Settlements.
Average ORC per MWh of
Generation

Average UDS Revenue per
MWh of Generation

Aggregate Wind Generation

$ 0.10

$ 0.02

Aggregate Solar Generation

$ 0.31

$ 8.42

Even though the average ORC per MWh is small in comparison to the average LMPs, the large
penetration of renewable energy results in the annual ORCs being significant. The annual ORC
for the 41,818 MW of wind power capacity being modeled is $8.44 million. Following from Eq.
( 5.2 ), large, positive values for the average UDSs suggest that the power produced regularly
exceeds the generators’ offer into the DA market. Figure 46 illustrates this concept: the wind
generation fluctuates around its hourly offer whereas the solar generation regularly exceeds its
hourly offer into the DA market. The conservative hourly offers for the aggregate solar
generation are intentional. This strategy allows the solar generators to be paid for overgenerating
electricity during the high priced, on-peak hours as opposed to being charged the RT LMP as a
result of undergenerating, in relation to their hourly offer.
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8.3 Pumped Hydroelectric Storage Technoeconomic Results
The economics of PHS are very closely related to, and sometimes dependent on, the facility’s
technical parameters. Therefore, no effort is made to differentiate between the technical and
economic results for the remainder of this chapter.

8.3.1 The Effects Of Changes In Pumping And Generating Efficiency
Modern PHS facilities have a round trip efficiency, ηRT, that is typically between 65% and 85%
[4]. The effects of changes in pumping efficiency, ηPump, as well as generating efficiency, ηGen,
are shown in Figure 48. In this example, the maximum amount of energy imparted to and taken
from the upper reservoir is held constant at 4444 MWh. The values for ηPump and ηGen are set to
either 0.8 or 0.9. The hourly LMP is shown by the black trace and corresponds to the right hand
axis of the figure. The example shown in Figure 48 was created for the purpose of demonstrating
the effects of changes in pumping and generating efficiency. As such, it exhibits characteristics
that differ from the Mathcad model used in this thesis, such as generating for part of an hour.
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Figure 48: The Operational Schedule of Pumped Hydroelectric Storage as a Function of Pumping
and Generating Efficiency.
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As either of the efficiencies decreases, the ηRT decreases and more energy is lost for each MWh
that is stored and discharged from the PHS facility. When the PHS facility is storing energy at its
rated capacity, the number of hours of pumping is inversely proportional to its ηPump. This means
that a decrease in ηPump results in more time being required to store the same amount of energy in
the upper reservoir. The cost of the increased pumping is compounded by energy prices that are
typically more expensive during the additional hours [4]. Table 12 quantifies the differences in
pumping efficiency shown in Figure 48. The additional time required for pumping when ηPump
equals 80% increases the average LMP during pumping and results in a $25,677 increase in
single day pumping costs.
Table 12: Pumping Data for the Operational Schedules Depicted in Figure 48.
ηPump

Time [h]

Avg LMP [$/MWh]

Cost [$]

90%

4.94

33.84

167,136

80%

5.56

34.71

192,813

In generation mode, the number of hours that a PHS facility can generate at its rated capacity is
proportional to its ηGen. For the example shown in Figure 48, a generator with a ηGen of 0.90 is
able to generate 26 minutes longer than a generator with a ηGen of 0.80 that withdraws the same
amount of energy potential from the upper reservoir. When the ηGen equals 0.90, the generation
revenue increases by $27,166 and an additional 444 MWh is returned to the grid compared to
when the ηGen equals 0.80.
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8.3.2 The Effects Of Changes In Round Trip Efficiency
Instead of looking at changes in pumping and generating efficiency individually, this section
assumes they are equal to one another and analyzes the effects of changes in ηRT. Unlike the
previous section, examples in this section adhere to the protocol used in the Mathcad model.

It follows from Eq. ( 6.1 ) and section 8.3.1 that a decrease in ηRT translates into fewer hours of
profitable intraday EA. This can be seen in Figure 49 which compares the EA schedules for two
1000 MW PHS facilities, one with a ηRT of 81% and the other with a ηRT of 56.3%.
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Figure 49: Operational Schedules for Two Pumped Hydroelectric Storage Facilities With
Different Round Trip Efficiencies.
Based on the LMPs shown in Figure 49, a PHS facility with a ηRT of 81% would generate power
for 7 hours based on 8.64 hours of pumping, whereas a facility with a ηRT of 56.3% would
generate for 4 hours based on 7.11 hours of pumping. Table 13 quantifies that a decrease in
round trip efficiency decreases the PHS facility’s profits significantly for the winter day shown in
Figure 49.
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During the summer, the off-peak electricity prices are comparable to winter prices but on-peak
prices are significantly higher due to the increased demand. For PHS, this translates into larger
profits even though the facility may operate for a similar number of hours per day in both cases.
Table 13: Revenue vs. Costs for the Operational Schedules Shown in Figure 49.
ηRT

Pump Costs [$]

Gen Revenue [$]

Profit [$]

81.0%

328,656

483,830

155,174

56.3%

263,417

306,120

42,703

In one day, the PHS facility with a ηRT of 81% from Figure 49 had an EA profit of $155,174 and
returned 6300 MWh to the electric grid which translates into a profit of $24.63/MWh. This
value can be interpreted as the average EA profit per MWh of discharge energy and is
considerably larger than the UDSs and ORCs presented in Table 11. The average profit per
MWh is sensitive to changes in ηRT, storage capacity of the upper reservoir and the variability in
power prices.

The energy arbitrage capacity factor, (CFEA), quantifies the amount of time the facility is being
utilized for energy arbitrage and is a function of LMPs, energy storage capacity, and ηRT. Values
of the single day CFEA for the PHS facilities with 81.0% and 56.3% round trip efficiencies, shown
in Figure 49, are calculated according to Eq. ( 8.1 ) and are equal to .651 and .462, respectively.
Typically, increases in ηRT lead to higher CFEAs and a more profitable PHS facility. The CFEA
will be used for the analysis in section 8.3.3.
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( 8.1 )

8.3.3 Power Capacity
The economic implications of changes in power capacity for PHS facilities performing EA are
fairly straightforward. If the pumping and generating efficiencies are held constant and energy
storage capacity is not a limiting factor, intraday EA profits scale linearly with power capacity.
The technical implications of changes in power capacity are much more complex, e.g., how the
power capacity relates to the PHS facility’s ability to provide firming power for renewable
generation.

The EA schedule for the 81% ηRT PHS facility from Figure 49 and the inverted generation/offer
difference from Figure 46 are used to establish the PHS availability and power requirements seen
in Figure 50. The colored trace represents the firming power required to counteract the variability
of the renewable generation. When the trace is green, the PHS facility is available to provide the
required firming power but when the trace is red, the PHS facility is unable to provide the power
due to EA obligations or the firming power exceeding its 1000 MW power capacity.
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Figure 50: The Power Required to Firm Renewable Generation Superimposed on Top of the PHS
Facility's Operational Schedule from Figure 49.
In Figure 50, the PHS facility is absorbing power at its rated capacity of 1000 MW between 0:00
and 8:00. During this time it is unable to absorb more power because it is already at its pumping
maximum capacity and it cannot generate any power because all of its pump-turbines are being
used as pumps for EA. Anytime the trace is green and the PHS facility is pumping, the renewable
generation could be firmed by reducing the amount of power that is absorbed by the PHS facility.
This operational scheme is analogous to a high power instance of demand response. The
implementation of this scheme is complicated by the lack of pumping flexibility that is
characteristic of fixed speed pump-turbine PHS facilities. From 9:00 to 11:00 the PHS facility is
generating power at its rated capacity and cannot absorb any power because all of its pumpturbines are being used as turbines for EA. However, when the trace is green and the PHS facility
is generating, the renewable generation could be firmed by reducing the amount of power that is
generated by the PHS facility. Table 14 is a supplement to Figure 50 that provides a nongraphical account of the PHS facility’s activity for the same day.
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Table 14: Operational Schedule of the PHS Facility in Figure 50.

Time Period

Mode of Operation for Energy
Arbitrage

PHS Capacity Available for Firming
Renewables

0:00 - 8:00

Pumping

0 to +1000 MW

8:00 - 9:00

N/A

-1000 to +1000 MW

9:00 - 11:00

Generating

0 to -1000 MW

11:00 - 15:22

N/A

-1000 to +1000 MW

15:22 - 16:00

Pumping

0 to +1000 MW

16:00 - 17:00

N/A

-1000 to +1000 MW

17:00 - 22:00

Generating

0 to -1000 MW

22:00 - 24:00

N/A

-1000 to +1000 MW

The single day CFEA for this facility shown in Figure 50 is 0.651 which means that for 65.1% of
the day, the LMPs make EA profitable and the facility is scheduled to operate in either pump or
generation mode at full power capacity. These hours can be identified in Figure 50 by containing
either blue or purple, e.g. 0:00 to 8:00. For the remaining 34.9% of the day, a facility that only
engages in EA is idle. During idle hours, the facility is available to provide a maximum of 1000
MW of power absorption or power generation assuming it is not constrained by the amount of
water in its upper reservoir. The idle hours can be identified by their lack of blue or purple, e.g.
8:00 to 9:00. However, there is a significant difference between the facility being available and
being able to provide firming power. The capacity gaps, which were discussed in sections 6.1.1
and 6.1.2, are the reason why availability does not correlate directly with ability.

Anytime a PHS facility is performing EA, its availability to provide power to firm renewable
generation is reduced. A PHS facility that is not engaging in EA and that can vary its capacity
continuously from -1000 to 1000 MW would be able to provide the required firming power,
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shown in Figure 50, for 64.3% of the day. This amount of time corresponds to the percentage of
the day that the colored trace is within ±1000 MW. When the same PHS facility engages in EA,
as shown in Figure 50, it would be able to provide the firming power required by the renewables
for 45.6% of the day (the percentage of the day that trace is green). So although performing EA
did reduce the amount of time the PHS facility is available to firm renewable generation by
18.7%, it demonstrates that EA and firming renewable generation could be performed
simultaneously. It should be noted that extensive firming of renewable generation has the
potential to reduce the PHS facility’s profits from EA.

If PHS facilities can be used to firm renewable generation when they would have otherwise been
idle, both parties benefit. The PHS facility will have an opportunity for an additional revenue
stream and the renewable generators will be able to market their generation as firm energy while
avoiding UDSs and ORCs. A PHS facility with a wide, continuous range of pumping and
generating capacity, such as Kopswerk II, is ideal for the dual roles discussed in this section.

8.3.4 Energy Storage Capacity
Since the model limits the pumping efficiency from 0.70 to 0.92, the generating efficiency from
0.70 to 0.93 and the PHS facility to intraday EA, which is incremented by whole hours of
generation, the usage of the upper reservoir is also limited. Without accounting for LMPs, the
maximum usable energy storage capacity would correspond to 12.86 hours of pumping at an
efficiency of 0.92, and 11 hours of generating at an efficiency of 0.93. Generating for 12 hours
with these efficiencies would require 14.03 hours of pumping, which is not possible within the 24
hour intraday EA window. In this model, the energy storage capacity of the upper reservoir is
measured in hours of generation at the facility’s full power capacity. Two advantages of this
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characterization are that it is easy to understand and the volume of the upper reservoir adjusts
automatically to maintain its relative relationship to the facility’s rated power capacity.

For a given pumping efficiency, generating efficiency and set of hourly LMPs, Eq. ( 6.1 ) can be
used to determine how much of the PHS facility’s available energy storage capacity will be
utilized for EA each day. Figure 51 shows the daily number of hours of energy storage capacity
that would be used for a PHS facility with a pumping efficiency of 0.92 and a generating
efficiency of 0.93 that engages in EA according to 2010 PJM DA LMPs. It can be seen from the
figure that the LMPs make it profitable for the PHS facility to generate for five or more hours per
day, every day during 2010. Eleven of the 365 days have hourly LMPs that make it profitable for
the PHS facility to generate for 11 hours based on 12.86 hours of pumping. The energy storage
capacity requirements for firming renewable generation on an hourly basis, which correspond to
the integral of the blue trace in Figure 50, are typically much less than those for maximizing EA
revenue.
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Figure 51: Histogram of Profitable Hours of Generation for a PHS Facility Engaging in Energy
Arbitrage Based on PJM 2010 LMPs.
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8.4 Profit Available From Energy Arbitrage
This section is devoted to the annual EA profit16 for a 1000 MW PHS facility as a function of
generating efficiency, pumping efficiency, and energy storage capacity. It can be seen from
Table 15 that changes in either pumping of generating efficiency have very similar effects on the
annual EA profit. The annual EA profit curves, shown in Figure 52, are so similar to one another
that they are difficult to differentiate if they are plotted on a single graph. The results in Table 15
correspond to a PHS facility with an energy storage capacity of 11 hours. Since the profits
correspond to a 1000 MW facility, the annual EA profits can be divided by 1,000,000 kW to yield
a profit per kW of installed capacity, e.g, $59.5/kW for the first row of Table 15. As expected,
this is slightly lower than the $60 to $110/kW calculated by Sioshansi [4] for an energy storage
device in PJM with a ηRT of 80%. Sioshansi’s larger annual profits are due to the energy storage
device being optimized for EA over a two week period rather than a single day.
Table 15: The Data Used to Create the Annual Energy Arbitrage Profit Curves in Figure 52.
ηPump

ηGen

ηRT

Profit [$M]

ηPump

ηGen

ηRT

Profit [$M]

0.92

0.93

0.8556

59.5

0.92

0.93

0.8556

59.5

0.89

0.93

0.8277

54.4

0.92

0.9

0.828

54.4

0.86

0.93

0.7998

49.4

0.92

0.87

0.8004

49.5

0.83

0.93

0.7719

44.9

0.92

0.84

0.7728

45.0

0.8

0.93

0.744

41.4

0.92

0.81

0.7452

41.5

0.77

0.93

0.7161

39.5

0.92

0.78

0.7176

39.5

16

The hourly electricity prices for EA correspond to the 2010 load-weighted DA LMPs for PJM
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Figure 52: Annual Energy Arbitrage Profit Curves for Variations in Pumping Efficiency (Left)
and Generating Efficiency (Right).
The relationship between annual EA profits and energy storage capacity of a PHS facility with a
ηRT of 0.856 is illustrated in Figure 53. The figure stops at 11 hours because of the time
limitations of intraday EA that were discussed in section 8.3.4. The asymptotic behavior that
occurs as the number of hours of storage increase is the results of each additional hour of EA
being less profitable than the hour before, even though the amount of energy bought and sold is
identical.
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Figure 53: Annual Energy Arbitrage Profits as a Function of Energy Storage Capacity.
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8.5 Economic Results For Pumped Hydroelectric Storage With Responsive Prices
The potential for high penetrations of renewable energy to suppress electricity prices and affect
the EA profits of PHS facilities was discussed in section 6.4.2. This section will quantify the
price suppression effects of wind power generation during two consecutive winter days and two
consecutive summer days in PJM. The winter days of Sunday, January 3 and Monday, January 4
and the summer days of Sunday, August 1 and Monday, August 2 were selected because they all
have R2 values17 that exceed 0.93. Each set of consecutive days consists of one weekday and one
non-weekday to illustrate the influence of the demand for electricity on the price suppression of
DA LMPs. Although it is counterintuitive, the demand for electricity often has a larger influence
on price suppression than the amount of renewable power being generated. Figure 54 illustrates
the amount of wind power generation during the four selected days and the resulting suppression
of the DA LMPs. The figures in this section use blue traces for characteristics of winter days and
green traces for characteristics of summer days. The price suppression effects during the summer
days are small because the production from the wind power generators is also small. The price
suppression effects of the assumed penetration of wind energy during the winter days are
considerable, but exhibit variations that can’t be explained solely by changes in wind power
generation.

17

R2 values refer to the single day exponential fits of load vs. DA LMP that were discussed at the
end of section 7.2
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Figure 54: The Relationship Between the Price Suppression of DA LMPs and the Amount of
Renewable Power Generated Over Two 48 Hour Periods.
Figure 55 illustrates how the demand for electricity factors into the price suppression of the DA
LMPs. In this figure, the winter wind power production suppresses the price of electricity by
more than $35/MWh on three different occasions. During all three instances, the demand for
electricity was elevated. As the load increases, the slope of the exponential fit of load vs. DA
LMP, shown in Figure 45, also increases. This means that an additional MW of wind power
generation has the largest price suppression effect during times of peak demand. Although the
price suppression effects during the summer days are minimal, they show a slight increase as the
demand peaks around hour 40.
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Figure 55: The Relationship Between the Price Suppression of DA LMPs and the Electricity
Demand Over Two 48 Hour Periods.
Figure 56 is included to show the relationship between the historical LMPs and the responsive
LMPs, which were first introduced in section 7.2, over the two 48 hour periods. The timing of
the 2010 winter wind power production made it very effective for suppressing the price spikes
that are characteristic of peak demand periods. However, smoothing the LMP fluctuations
resulted in a significant reduction in profitable EA opportunities.
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Figure 56: The Relationship Between the 2010 DA LMPs and the Responsive DA LMPs Over
Two 48 Hour Periods.
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At high penetrations of renewables, PHS facilities are likely to tailor their operating schedules to
account for the price suppression effects of renewables. Table 16 and Table 17 correspond to a
PHS facility performing EA with ηPump = 0.92, ηGen = 0.93, and an energy storage capacity of 11
hours. The LMPs used to create these tables are from the two 48 hour periods shown in Figure
56. Table 16 demonstrates a significant reduction in the hours of profitable EA on January 3 and
4, when the wind power generation acts to curb price spikes.
Table 16: Hours of Profitable Generation for Energy Arbitrage.
Sunday, Jan. 3

Monday, Jan. 4

Sunday, Aug. 1

Monday, Aug. 2

2010 DA LMPs

8

10

10

11

Responsive
DA LMPs

3

7

10

11

It was mentioned in section 8.4, that each additional hour of EA is less profitable than the hour
before. For a given set of hourly LMPs, this means that cutting back on a PHS facility’s hours of
EA would decrease its overall profit from EA, but would increase the average EA profit per
MWh of generation. Table 17 confirms that this is not what happens after the price suppression
effects of wind power generation have been taken into account. The daily EA profit of the PHS
facility can be calculated by multiplying a value from Table 17 by 1000 MW and the
corresponding value from Table 16. For example, the EA profits on January 3 are $140,400 for
the 2010 DA LMPs and $36,210 for responsive DA LMPs.
Table 17: Average Energy Arbitrage Profit in Dollars per MWh of Generation.
Sunday, Jan. 3

Monday, Jan. 4

Sunday, Aug. 1

Monday, Aug. 2

2010 DA LMPs

17.55

25.64

15.50

32.70

Responsive
DA LMPs

12.07

7.22

15.13

30.95

Chapter 9
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
PHS is not a substitute for power generation capacity, as it is a net consumer of electricity.
However, it can increase the utilization and flexibility of the existing generation fleet from which
it absorbs power. Currently, the United States has over 21 GW of installed PHS capacity, but
additional storage has been identified as being beneficial towards accommodating high
penetrations of renewable generation [61].

As the penetrations of renewable energy increase, the net load curve will become increasingly
difficult to predict and manage due to the additional variability. The current plans and
approaches are adequate for incorporating small amounts of renewable generation but cannot be
scaled for large amounts of renewables. If PHS is to play a large role in transforming renewable
power generation into a firm resource, it is likely that the flexibility of traditional pump-turbine
PHS will need to increase. When Dinorwig, which was previously mentioned in section 6.2, was
constructed in 1988, the savings that pump-turbines provided greatly outweighed the penalty of
marginally lower efficiency and longer start times [52]. In the case of Kopswerk II, which was
constructed in 2008, the savings that pump-turbines could provide was overshadowed by the
desire for the plant to be able to continuously vary its power capacity in both pump and
generation modes.

The Mathcad model used for this thesis assumes that PHS operators have perfect foresight of
PJM electricity prices in an effort to accurately quantify the available revenue streams. Other
research has shown that up to 80% of the full knowledge value of storage can be obtained through
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primitive price forecasting techniques [66]. The decision to have the PHS facility accessible to
the entire grid, rather than limiting access to renewable generators, ensures that the storage is
utilized as efficiently as possible. It is a fairly common practice to perform a sensitivity analysis
on the output of the model in order to assess how likely the results are to change. Since the
model used unmodified, historical electricity prices that were known with 100% certainty, such a
sensitivity analysis was not performed.

The model is an effective tool for evaluating the changes in revenue that are associated with
different designs for PHS facilities that have not yet been built and with upgrades for existing
PHS facilities. For example, Figure 51 demonstrates that the 11th hour of energy storage capacity
would rarely be used for intraday energy arbitrage in PJM. Thus, adding storage capacity to a 10
hour PHS facility is not likely to dramatically increase its profit from energy arbitrage. In
addition, the model is able to determine the technical PHS parameters that will be required to firm
a user specified penetration of wind and solar energy. The model is also an effective tool for
calculating the hourly profit available to the generators from PJM’s day-ahead and real-time
markets and the multifaceted penalties that result from the renewable generators’ power
production differing from their generation offer into the day-ahead market. Although it is
designed for PJM, the model is general enough that it can be adapted to analyze any electricity
market where hourly electricity prices, solar generation, and wind generation data are available.

There are a variety of enabling strategies and technologies that could be used to accommodate an
increase in the amount renewable generation. The selection of enabling strategies and
technologies, such as PHS, demand response, increasing the size of a balancing authority, etc.,
will likely be based on what mix can provide the lowest cost per unit energy for the anticipated
penetration of renewable generation. The personnel at Iberdola, the world’s largest producer of
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wind energy, believe that PHS is the best option for firming the variability of wind generation
[71].

The following points are operational changes that could increase the flexibility or efficiency of
the existing fixed speed pump-turbine PHS. The most profound change would be the
implementation what Meier calls “asynchronous balanced mode” [51]. This involves operating
two separate pump-turbines in opposing directions, in a manner that is analogous to the hydraulic
short circuit used by Kopswerk II. The benefit is an increased operating range but it comes as the
cost of additional hydraulic losses. The PHS facilities that can dewater the turbine are able to
spin the turbine in air, which requires much less power than spinning the turbine in water [52].
Spinning the turbine in air, also known as “motoring”, has two additional, less obvious
advantages. Instead of using valuable water that is stored in the PHS facility’s upper reservoir,
spinning the turbine in air uses electricity from the grid. It also allows the pump-turbine to begin
pumping or generating at its rated power much more quickly than a unit that must be started from
a standstill. It was mentioned in section 6.1.1 that the best efficiency point in generation mode
for pump-turbines often corresponds to operating the unit slightly below its rated power. Thus, it
may make sense financially to use a portion of the PHS facility’s capacity to provide ancillary
services or firming capacity in a manner that allows each unit to operate at its best efficiency
point, rather than at its rated power capacity.

The results in section 8.4 demonstrate that engaging in energy arbitrage with average PJM
electricity prices from 2010 is not able to generate enough revenue to support a PHS facility,
which is estimated to cost between $1500 and $3200/kW. Thus, additional revenue streams, such
as those from providing ancillary services or firming renewable generation, will likely be required
for new PHS facilities to be profitable. No two PHS facilities are exactly the same, so it is
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important to analyze each one individually for economic viability and for the optimal technical
configuration. Even though the cost per unit power is significant, it is worth noting that PHS has
one of the lowest costs per unit energy among electricity storage technologies. Two of the other
major hurdles for new PHS facilities are the multiyear permitting process and siting constraints
[49].

The analysis of four days of responsive electricity prices in section 8.5 indicates that a large
penetration of renewable energy may act to suppress high electricity prices, significantly reducing
the revenue available from energy arbitrage. Although it would negatively affect those who
depend on high electricity prices to earn money, the lower prices should, in an ideal world, mean
lower electricity bills for consumers.
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GLOSSARY
Black Start: Black start generators are generators that are capable of being started without an
outside electrical power supply and are required in order to re-energize the transmission system
following a system-wide blackout [28].
Capacity Factor: The ratio of the total energy generated by a generating unit for a specified
period to the maximum possible energy it could have generated if operated at the maximum
capacity rating for the same specified period, expressed as a percent [28].
Capacity Value: The amount of generating capacity that a renewable generator can reliably
contribute during summer peak hours [26].
Day-Ahead Energy Market: A day-ahead hourly forward market in which PJM market
participants may submit offers to sell and bids to buy energy. The Day-Ahead Energy Market is
based on the concept of Locational Marginal Pricing and is cleared using leastprice securityconstrained unit commitment and dispatch programs [28].
Demand Response: A voluntary change in electricity usage by a customer in response to price or
an emergency event affecting grid reliability [28].
Energy Arbitrage: Buying and storing low cost electricity with the intent of reselling at a later
time when electricity prices are higher.
Firming: Augmenting a renewable generator’s production with a dispatchable generator during
times of underproduction.
Hydraulic Short Circuit: Operating a PHS facility’s pumps and turbines simultaneously and
varying the power production of the turbines to vary the net power consumption while in
pumping mode.
Load-Weighted Average: The sum of the product of the hourly LMP at each load bus and the
corresponding nodal, total hourly load at each load bus in the system, divided by the sum of the
nodal, total hourly loads across the buses [72].
Locational Marginal Price: The hourly integrated market clearing marginal price for energy at
the location the energy is delivered or received [28].
Operating Reserves: The generating capacity scheduled to be available for specified periods of
an operating day to ensure the security of the PJM [28].
Pumped Hydroelectric Storage: Hydroelectric storage is a process that converts electrical
energy to potential energy by pumping water to a higher elevation, where it can be stored and
then released to pass through hydraulic turbines and generate electrical energy [53]. A more
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thorough explanation of PHS can be found in the “A PS Plant” section of “When Intermittent
Power Production…” [73].
PJM: A regional transmission organization that coordinates the movement of wholesale
electricity in all or parts of 13 states and the District of Columbia.
Real-Time (Spot) Energy Market: An alternative to the day-ahead market where energy can be
bought and sold on an hourly or sub-hourly basis in the real-time, at real-time prices allowing
parties to cover any imbalances or differences between their announced self schedules and
forward contracts and their actual production or consumption [41].
Step Change: The change in a quantity, such as power, over a specified time interval.
Time Shifting: Absorbing power during times of low electricity demand and discharging it at a
later time during hours of peak demand.
Unidirectional Ternary Machine: A three element machine wherein there is no change in the
rotational direction allowing the units to move rapidly from full pumping to full generation. (a
reversible pump-turbine is required to stop before restarting in the opposite direction) [61].
Uninstructed Deviation: Producing power at a rate that is above or below the amount specified
in a generator’s offer without being instructed to do so by PJM.

Appendix
MINUTE TO MINUTE WIND AND SOLAR POWER VARIABILITY
The upper and lower bounds for the additional one-minute variability shown in Table 18 are
somewhat arbitrary, but were chosen based on two constraints. The range of the variability needs
to be large enough so that the sampling of the PDFs in Figure 57 and Figure 58 can be
approximated as random and small enough to minimize its influence on the amount of energy
produced by the renewable generators.
Table 18: The Range of the Additional One-Minute Power Variability.
Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Wind Power

90.0% of IC

110.0% of IC

Solar Power

79.7% of IC

118.0% of IC

IC = Installed (Power) Capacity

The Probability Density Function (PDF) seen in Figure 57 was created based on the wind
variability documented by Wan [21]. The PDF is sampled randomly to create the one-minute
wind power step change multiplier, as long as the step change results in the multiplier being
within the range specified in Table 18. The smoothly interpolated wind power production is then
multiplied by the wind power step change multiplier to yield the wind power production with
additional variability used in the model.
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Figure 57: Probability Density Function for the One-Minute Step Changes of the Wind Power
Multiplier Used in the Mathcad Model.
The Probability Density Fucntion (PDF) seen in Figure 58 was created from the Mills’
cumulative distribution fucntion (CDF) of one-minute solar variability [25]. The PDF is sampled
ramdomly to create the one-minute step change multiplier, as long as the step change results in
the multiplier being within the range specified by Table 18. The smoothly interpolated solar
power production is then multiplied by the solar power step change multiplier to yield the solar
power production with additional variability used in the model.
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Figure 58: Probability Density Function for the One-Minute Step Changes of the Solar Power
Multiplier Used in the Mathcad Model.

